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THIS ARTICLE originally arose out of the author's attempt to restate the 
current, "conservative" view on the existence of a third unvoiced non
emphatic sibilant in Hebrew, and, of course, in Proto-Semitic, viz. the 
Sin, against suggestions raised recently. Yet it soon became clear that the 
analysis of alleged exceptional sound correspondences of the Hebrew 
sibilants, claimed by some scholars, has to be based on the examination 
of the problem of exceptional sound correspondences in the Semitic 
languages in general, i.e., on what we shall in this paper dub "weak 
phonetic change." Since, it seems, the notion of "weak phonetic change" 
and its cautious handling is of great importance not only for the elucida
tion of the status of the Hebrew s in particular, but for comparative 
Semitic studies in general, I eventually decided to begin this article with a 
somewhat long exposition on weak phonetic change, and to deal with the 
special problem of the Hebrew (and Proto-Semitic) s later. 

I. "Weak Phonetic Change" 

As is well known, occasional deviations from regular sound cor
respondences are well attested in Semitic languages in general and in 
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Hebrew in particular. This gives rise to two problems: a theoretical one, 
concerning the origins of these deviations, and a practical one, concern
ing how far they authorize scholars to jump to conclusions and apply ex
ceptional sound correspondences for the etymological interpretation of 
difficult words, thus elucidating abstruse passages. 

Malkiel, in a brilliant essay ( 1962), has focused attention on the 
cooperation of three forces in the emergence of unexpected sound cor
respondences, viz. what he dubs "weak phonetic change." spontaneous 
sound shift and lexical contamination. Phonetic changes tend to be regular 
to the extent that they occur in clearly delimited speech communities. 
Since, however, most communities (including those speaking Semitic 
languages) tend to be tluid, irregularities occur, considered by Malkiel to 
be due to weak sound change. In the following, however, we shall prefer 
to speak of dialect mixture and borrowing, and use the term "weak 
phonetic change" to designate the result of the cooperation of dialect 
mixture and borrowing, spontaneous sound shift and lexical contamina
tion. There exists no general agreement on the definition of "spontaneous 
sound shift," which, at any rate, seems to include dissimilation, assimila
tion (at least at a distance), metathesis and haplology. Lexical contamina
tion, the third factor contributing to the emergence of weak phonetic 
change, is, in my opinion, especially important for Semitic languages. 
Since in Semitic tongues the majority of roots are triliteral, the number of 
possible combinations is more limited than in other languages and, 
therefore, the number of roots which by pure chance are similar in sound 
and form is relatively quite high. These roots tend to attract each other: a 
"sporadic" 1 sound shift occurs when a word, attracted by another word 
which belongs to the same semantic field, assimilates itself to it in form as 
well. Similarly, words similar in sound and related in meaning may as
similate themselves in meaning, so that the meaning of one word is 
specialized through the influence of the other. 2 It stands to reason that it 
is, inter a/ia, through this attraction that Semitic tongues exhibit a great 
number of triliteral roots related in meaning, exhibiting identical first and 
second radicals and differing in the third only, 3 thus making the impres
sion that the third radical exhibits only phonetic alternation. In other, 

I. This is the term used by Fraenkel ( 1898, p. 61 ). who was the first lo pay systematic at
tention to this phenomenon. 

2. See Fraenkel ( 1898, p. 62). 
3. Like Hebrew prd. pr;:, pr/, prk. prm, prs, pr'. prs. prq. prr. pni. pr.f. For this 

phenomenon cf. recently the judicious remarks or J. Kurylowicz (1973, pp. 6, 12). 
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though admittedly less conspicuous cases, words of similar (or allegedly 
similar) meaning, differing either in their first, or sometimes in their se
cond radical, 4 give the impression that the first or second radical, respec
tively, exhibits a mere phonetic alternation, the basic meaning being ex
pressed by the other radicals. For all these reasons, one must be careful 
not to jump to conclusions because of the occurrence of what seems to be 
irregular sound correspondence and disregard the typical features in 
favor of deviant and random features. One has always to bear in mind 
that the great majority of words in the various Semitic languages reflect 
sound correspondences due to regular sound shift, and it would be 
against any sound method to overlook them because of the existence of 
exceptional sound correspondences, which are due to weak phonetic 
change. Not only is the Semitic linguist obliged to assign to regular sound 
correspondence its proper place and not to exaggerate the importance of 
irregular sound correspondence, but the Semitic philologist must not 
light-heartedly apply weak sound change for the elucidation of difficult 
passages. The prospects that a word whose meaning is not sufficiently 
clear does indeed exhibit a weak sound change are rather limited and, 
therefore, one cannot be careful enough. In the following we shall deal 
with some cases of real and alleged weak sound changes in various 
Semitic languages. 

l.l Aramaic ~ Corresponding to Proto-Semitic 9 

The Proto-Semitic (PS) consonant which is continued by Modern 
Standard Arabic d5 is represented in Early Aramaic by q and in later 
Aramaic by . Yet, alongside this regular correspondence, another, much 
more restricted one exists, viz. that of the Aramaic$. corresponding to PS 
~- In Blau (1970a, pp. 60-63), I have collected about fourteen cases of 
such abnormal correspondence. Many of these cases can be interpreted 
as originating in spontaneous sound shift, i.e., caused by the dissimilating 

4. Thus. e.g .. Haupt (1906i. illler alia. connected "·qr, nqr, sqr. q·r. and ·Ar. 11kr. 11kr. 
mkr . .>kr. k·r: Moscati (1947, p. 135)-brr. b·r. btr. further i11jra hi. k.vl, k1/ proposed by 
Volle rs ( 1894 ). It goes without saying that many of these alleged affinittcs are rather 
dubious. Yct er. also rather established cases like Arabic ·1k. '/k. /..-/...denoting "lo che", to 
champ the bit." 

5. And which. in all likelihood. in PS v.as something liker/ cf. Steiner's (forthcoming.) 
work on the lateral pronunciation of 6 and.~. lo be edited by the American Oriental Society. 
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effect of g, b. and r. 6 Other cases may be due to lexical contamination, 
e.g. smd-~md. At least in one case (nps-"to shake [off]"), it is difficult 
to find any sound that could have caused dissimiliation or to discover a 
lexeme with which it could have blended; therefore, one may perhaps at
tribute its origins to an Aramaic dialect in which~ had shifted to s. rather 
than to q /'. In other cases, the s may be due to the joint operation of dis
similation, lexical contamination and dialect mixture. 7 

1.2 Ugaritic g Corresponding to PS Q 

Another famous case of irregular sound correspondence is that of 
Ugaritic g to PS Q. 11 Gordon (1965, pp. 27-28) went so far as to posit, on 
the strength of five such correspondences acknowledged by him, an ad
ditional PS consonant. Since, however, weak phonetic change is a quite 
widespread phenomenon in Semitic languages, we are either obiiged to 
posit additional PS consonants in every case or, what makes much more 
sense, not to postulate an additional PS sound in the case of Ugaritic g 
corresponding to PS Q. 9 In the light of the quite composite character of 
the dialectal structure of Ugaritic, the weak sound change Ugaritic g < 
PS Q can easily be interpreted as due to dialect mixture. 10 On the other 
hand, I have not found cases which cannot be explained otherwise.'' 

6. As i1sr ("'grass"), occurring in Sefire (whereas Judea-Aramaic /.uisira may be con
sidered a Hebrcv. loan as well). 

7. Thus sbr ("to heap up"), attested not only in Judea-Aramaic but outside it as well 
(for particulars see Blau, I 970a, pp. 60-63), could have originated in an Aramaic dialect in 
which s. rather than q/'. was the reflex of PS~; the s could be due to the dissimilatory effect 
of r; and it could exhibit the lexical contamination of the reflex of PS ~br and sbr. 

8. For the whole complex of the problem of Ugaritic g, see also Dietrich-Loretz (1967). 
9. It has been claimed, to be sure, that for reasons of symmetry, a third lateralized den

tal existed in PS (see Cantineau, 1960, pp. 16, 55, 287), and it could be reflected by the sound 
correspondence Q-f Yet symmetry is a rather weak argument (and Cantineau himself was 
more reserved about it, cf. p. 287, which was written in 1951-52, as against the other pas
sages from 1941) and the fact that it is allegedly reflected by U garitic alone makes it even 
less likely. 

10. Cf. Blau (1968, p. 525a, note 18). 
11. Rather extreme is Riissler's attitude (1961), who altogether denied the existence of 

the sound correspondence PS Q = Ugaritic g. After finding different etymologies for most 
words allegedly exhibiting this sound correspondence, he accepted only two prima facie 
cases, viz. gm' and yqg and attributed them, however, to clerical error. Yet the occurence of 
such clerical errors in exactly a way that led to the assumption of a nonexisting sound shift, 
would be quite a coincidence. Cf. also Jirku (1964, pp. 481-482). 
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Even the clearest case, viz. gm' (''to be thirsty"), can be interpreted as due 
to a blend of -;:m' with gmy. 11 The other cases are even less certain: 
Gordon (1965, text 127:42), i.Stm'. wtqg udn ("hear and ... ear") is 
interpreted (in the wake of Isa 50:4 yiffr Ii 'ozen !i§moii'. "he wakens my 
ear to hear") as "be alert (of ear)," the Gt imperative of yq-;:/yqg. This is 
by no means impossible, yet not certain at all. One must not overlook the 
differences between the Ugaritic text and the biblical passage: the latter 
not only uses the root 'wr, rather than yqs. but also speaks of God 
awakening man's ear, rather than of someone being awakened as to his 
ear. Therefore, one has to take into serious consideration Aistleitner's 
proposal (1965) to interpret tqg as "incline"; 13 cf. the frequent biblical 
phrase hiltii 'ozen ("he inclined his ear"), parallel to fiima' ("he heard''). 
As to ngr ("to watch"), Rainey (1970) has adduced strong arguments for 
its correspondence with PS n~r. 14 On the other hand, Loewenstamm 
( 1971) has convincingly shown that ngr may be interpreted as a secondary 
root, parallel to Ugaritic gyr ("to watch") = Hebrew 'wr ("to watch"), 
which, according to this view, has to be separated from Ugaritic and 

12. In Arabic, various extensions of what seems to be the bilateral root gm are attested: 
gamy ("fainting .. ), gym ("to be clouded, be affected with burning thirst'"): the original 
meaning was, it seems. "to be covered," which developed to denote both fainting and thirst. 

13. His suggestion, however, was not accepted because of the quite impossible 
etymology proposed by him: he compared the Ugaritic word with Arabic ,gy ('"to incline .. ), 
as if Ugaritic q could correspond to Arabic $ 1 Yet even without a convincing etymology, one 
must not discard the possibility of tqg denoting inclination. Tentatively only, I propose to 
interpret it as G imperative of tqg. A trace of this tqg ('"to incline .. } has perhaps been 
preserved in Biblical Hebrew tq'. tq'. as a rule, denotes "to thrust, to clap, to blast .. and it 
stands to reason that, in this sense, it is onomatopoetic (cf. Blau, 1955, p. 344). Yet in E xod 
10: 19 •rayyiHa ·e1 ha"arbe wa.ryitqa'ehu yamma sup ("and it carried the locusts and ... into 
the Red Sea .. ) it may denote "it inclined, turned them into the Red Sea:· and thus be related 
to our tqfi. Primajacie, the use of h locativus (yammal corroborates this interpretation. since 
1q·. as a rule, governs the preposition b;}- (the phrase taqa· kap fa- seems to be of different 
origin, literally meaning "to clap hands )or someone"). Caquot ( 1974, pp. 207-208) iden
tified Ugaritic tqg With Hebrew tq' in the Middle Hebrew ttiqa' libbo fa'a/)iw seba.fstimayim. 
interpreted by him as "he extended his heart to his celestial father." He also compares (Ca
quot et al .. 1974, p. 571, note x} biblical taqa· "ohel ("to pitch a tent"). Yet, despite the ex
istence of natti 'ohel. literally "to spread out the tent" (e.g. Gen 31: 19), it seems much more 
likely to interpret ttiqa· "ohel as an abbreviation of ttiqa' yi1do1 ha'ohel ("to drive the pegs of 
the tent"). And as to the Middle Hebrew phrase, it must not be separated from Talmud 
Bab., rebamot, 109b toqed' ·asmo lid/Jar hdla{sa. exhibiting an identical construction and 
perhaps denoting "(forcefully) inserting himself/forcing himself into the decisions of the 
religious law, .. but by no means "extending himself ... ". At any rate, both expressions are 
vague (cf. also Ben· Yehuda, 1948, s.v.) and cannot be used for the elucidation of the 
Ugaritic word. For tdqa' kap see supra. 

14. Cf. also Rainey (l97i, pp. 157-158). 
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Hebrew 'wr ("to arouse").1 5 Ultimately, the decision between these two 
intepretations depends on how one assesses the frequency of the sound 
shift PS O > Ugaritic g, and accordingly, as to the problem we are 
treating, we move in a vicious circle. gr ("mountain") is generally com
pared with Aramaic fur ("mountain") and Hebrew $Ur ("rock"). Yet 
Rossler ( 1961, pp. 165-167) has quite convincingly demonstrated that 
the affinity of these words is rather doubtful, since the Hebrew word 
denotes "rock" rather than "mountain," and no common Semitic word 
for "mountain" exists. 16 As to mgy ("to reach, arrive"), its connection 
with Aramaic m( is rather dubious, since one would have expected the 
Ugaritic word to terminate in '. Moreover, the expected form m~· is also 
attested in Ugaritic, and, therefore, it stands to reason that mgy is of dif
ferent origin. 17 glm. etc. (Gordon, 1965, Krt 19; 125:50; 5 l:vii:54) has 
been interpreted by many as denoting "covering, darkness." Yet even if 
this interpetation proves to be correct, it can easily be derived from 
Hebrew 'Im ("to hide"), presumably related to Ugaritic glp ("to 
envelop"); see Ginsberg (1946). Since, as we have seen, the cor
respondence PS 0-Ugaritic g is so restricted, 18 one will not hasten to 
elucidate obscure words like g/m, etc. with its help, the more so since in 
Gordon (1965, text 5 l:Vll:54-55) g/mt is parallel to #mt, the real cor
respondence of PS 0. 19 

15. Incidentally, in Middle Hebrew n·r in nip'al ("to awake") is attested (and perhaps 
Judg 16:20), thus exhibiting the alteration 'wr:1i·r in the sense of "to awake." 

16. Rossler's own etymology (p. 167) for gr, though possible, is unverifiable. He claims 
that it corresponds to Arabic gawr ("lowland"). This could be buttressed by several words 
denoting both "lowland, etc." and "mountain, etc.", occurring in Semitic languages (see 
Noldeke, 19!0, pp. 83-84). Rossler himself compared Hebrew gitld ("hill") and gabia' 
{"cup"), which, h~wever, are less convincing; the more so, since gdbiii' may be an Egyptian 
loan word (see Koehler-Baumgartner, 1967ff, s.v.). Noldeke (1910, pp. 83-84) adduces, in
ter alia, Christian Palestinian Aramaic g:ilimd ("valley, hill"). As to Arabic bawsa'u ("deep 
well" and "elevation") adduced by Noldeke, see also Fischer ( 1965, p. 59, note I). (I do not 
understand his exact reasons for his opposition to Noldeke's etymology; he may perhaps be 
referring to the second etymology proposed by Noldeke.) 

17. For particulars, see Blau (1972, pp. 67-72). 
18. It is perhaps limited to one case, viz. gm' (which may be due either to dialectal bor

rowing or presumably to lexical contamination). 
19. For want of additional material it is impossible to say whether the alternation of 

k-zz in one word in Khurrian (see Soden, 1967, pp. 291-294) has significance for our 
phenomenon. As to the spelling with; for f, Dietrich et al. (1975) explained it as due to 
Khurrian influence as well. I have the impression that the seven words spelled in this way (in 
ten occurrences) have to be divided into two groups. Two words occur in the archaizing text 
UT 77 in Gordon (1965) (cf. for this Blau, l970a, p. 43, note 3) and, although according lo 
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1.3 Ugaritic (} Corresponding to PS s 

Another weak phonetic change in Ugaritic is the correspondence of 
Ugaritic (J to what seems to be PS s. The only conspicuous case is Ugaritic 
f:t(}bn ("account"), exhibiting (} as second radical, supported by Egyptian 
bib ("to reckon up"), since Egyptian.Smay correspond to Semitic 0, yet 
not to Semitic i. Aramaic bib ("to reckon up, to consider"), however, 
points to original§, as does also Arabic l)sb. whereas Hebrew bib may be 
derived from both f:t(}b and l)ib. Since in loan words Ugaritic (J may repre
sent§, it may be borrowed in Ugaritic.2° This, however, does not explain 
Egyptian .S. Degen (1971) therefore suggested to consider this root (which 
is absent from Akkadian) to be ultimately an Egyptian loan word in all 
the Semitic languages in which it is attested. This would explain the ex
ceptional sound correspondence Egyptian .S-Ugaritic 0-Hebrew §.sin 
the Aramaic dialects is a Hebrew loan, and Arabic /:lsb an Aramaic loan. 
This theory, however, despite its ingenuity, is not without problems. Such 
a long chain of borrowings, though by no means impossible, is prima 
fade, somewhat unlikely. Moreover, /:lib is attested in quite a con
siderable number of Aramaic dialects, 21 and this makes the assumption 
of a Canaanite loan somewhat dubious. Even the assumption of an 
Aramaic loan in Arabic is less likely than it would seem primafacie. Not 
only is Arabic /:lsb early and amply attested and appears in many deriva
tions (see, e.g., Lane, 1863-93, s.v.), but Goldziher (1889, p. 41) has quite 
convincingly suggested that Arabic /:lasab ("noble descent") originally 
denotes the enumeration of the noble deeds of the ancestors. If this 
etymology proves true, it would show how deeply /:lsb and its derivations 
are rooted in Arabic. The autochthonous character of Arabic /:lsb 
becomes even more likely, if one accepts Noldeke's derivation (1910, p. 

the lucid exposition of Dietrich et al. (1975), the shift i= >I is not attested in Ugaritic texts. I 
still think that it occurred in Ugaritic, because the simplest explanation of the use of; in
stead off in 77 is still the assumption of pseudo-correction (see Blau, 1970a, p. 43). All the 
other occurrences of the spelling with ; instead off occur in one group of texts. I am in
clined to interpret it by the assumption that the shift of;= > f underlies this group of texts 
also. Jn this group, there was a tendency to mark the sound I more by the letter; (which was 
also pronounced fl than by the letter 1. and this is the reason for the occurrence of this 
special spelling in this group of texts. Similarly, the Ge'ez letter z. from the point of view of 
the history of the alphabet, continues South-Arabic 6 rather than z, ands in the Canaanite 
alphabet occupies the place of 6, as exhibited by Ugaritic. 

20. See Blau-Greenfield ( 1970, p. 13 ). 
21. For particulars see Koehler-Baumgartner (1953, Aramaic part, s.v. bib). 
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59, note 3) of Arabic /)izb ("party, sect"), Ge'ez bezb ("people, clan, 
tribe") from bisb (cf. also Jeffery, 1938, pp. 108-109). Noldeke calls at
tention to the alternation of the roots bsb-bzb in Ge'ez (cf. also infra), 
and his derivation may be buttressed by the occurrence of bzb in 
Epigraphic South-Arabic not only in the sense of "people" (so Conti 
Rossini, 1931, s.v.) and "fighting band" (so Jamme, 1962, s.v.), but also 
in that of "quantity, number" (Jeffery, 1938, pp. 108- 109). An ingenious 
solution was proposed by Rainey: 22 he assumed the existence of two 
originally different, but quite similar roots; viz., b8b ("to reckon") and 
bib ("to think"), which later have fallen together in the various 
languages. This suggestion can be buttressed by the likely etymology 
Egyptian b8b has on the one hand, and Hebrew bib has on the other. 
(Which, admittedly, can be interpreted not only as exhibiting original bib 
but also b8b.) Sethe (1916, p. 77; also quoted by Brockelmann, 1928, s.v. 
bib) has quite convincingly derived the Egyptian word "to reckon" from 
"to break," whereas the original meaning of "to think" might have been 
"to tie'' (cf. Hebrew beseb, "girdle"), since the connection between "to 
tie" and "to think" is well attested. 23 This assumption of the double root 
b8b ("to reckon")-b§b ("to think") can be accomodated to the occur
rence of Ge'ez bsb ("to reckon, to consider") and bzb ("to consider") by 
supposing that bsb, originally denoting "to reckon" only, arose from b8b, 
whereas bzb ("to consider") has to be derived from bib. 2• On the other 
hand, Epigraphic South-Arabic bzb ("people," or "fighting band," and 
"number, quantity") is not without difficulties for Rainey's thesis. The 
meaning "people, fighting band" can, to be sure, be derived (just as Ge'ez 
bezb, "people, class, tribe") from the postulated original meaning of bib 
("to think," viz. "to tie"). 25 Yet the derivation of "quantity, number" 
from the postulated original bf]b denoting reckoning 26 is phonetically 
ticklish, since it is much more difficult to imagine a phonetic shift Ob > zb 

22. First in Rainey (1971, p. 159) somewhat cautiously. In the first (Hebrew) version of 
this article he had not yet proposed this thesis. Cf. also Rainey (1974, p. 185. note 10). 

23. See the literature adduced in Blau (1957, p. IOI, and especially note 5). Cf. also 
Arabic 'aqada ("to tie"}, ·r1aqada ("to believe"}, and further in Gesenius (1835ff, s.v. bfb). 

24. One must not simply assume the shift bib > iisb (according to Ge'ez sound shift 
.f > s) > IJzb. since iizb occurs in Epigraphic South-Arabic as well, in which (see the 
literature adduced in Blau, 1970a, p. I I I, note 4) s did not shift to s. Accordingly, one would 
rather postulate sb > ib (since no phoneme i exists in Epigraphic South-Arabic) > zb. 

25. For the semantic shift cf., e.g., Arabic 'u$ba ("party'") from ·a,aba ("to bind''). 
26. er. Niildeke ( 19 lO, p. 59, note 3), who derived also the meaning '"party" from 

'"reckoning," assuming, however (see supra), original f:iisb < b;.sb. 
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(*/:liOb > /:lizb) than ib > zb (*/:Ii.Sb > /:lizb). If one nevertheless accepts 
Rainey's thesis (as I am inclined to do), the most satisfactory solution 
seems to be to assume that /:lizb ("people, fighting band") arose from Mb 
("to tie") and then attracted *IJ(Jb ("reckoning"). 

All the other cases of Ugaritic fJ corresponding to PS i are dubious. It 
stands to reason (see Blau-Greenfield, 1970, p. 12) that Virolleaud was 
right in connecting the Ugaritic epithet gfJr with the Akkadian epithet 
gairu ("strong, powerful"), since both sense and usage exactly fit. Soden 
(1965ff, s.v.) has suggested to connect it with Arabic jsr ("to be bold, 
courageous"), which, however, cannot reflect PS 0, but either i ors. The 
meaning of the Arabic root, although it does not exactly tally, is close 
enough. Therefore, one will either accept the equation Akkadian ga.l'ru -
Arabicjsr and consider Ugaritic gfJr an Akkadian loan in which Ugaritic 
fJ transcribes Akkadian i (see Blau-Greenfield, 1970, p. 13), or regard the 
(partial) similarity of Arabic jsr as being due to cham:e only. As to 
Gordon ( 1965, text 128:1:2) m;(~Jma. yd.mOkt, Greenfield ( 1969, p. 96,) 

was right in remarking that it occurs in a doubtful context. It is, a~ a 
rule, translated "the thirsty she took by the hand." Yet m;ma. if the 
reading is correct, does not exactly denote "thirsty," but rather "the 
parched one," as, in fact, Ginsberg (in Pritchard, 1958) translates, being 
the passive participle of the D form. One would rather expect simple 
"thirsty"; in Hebrew, at any rate, the parallel *m:;)summii' does not exist. 
Moreover, the attempt to compare Ugaritic yd m8kt with Hos 7:5 ma.Sal!: 
yado 'et fi)s:;)sim is not convincing. The verse is difficult and its meaning 
dubious. But even if it meant "he stretched out his hand with scorners, .. 
i.e. ··made common cause with them, .. it does not mean "he supported 
the scorners (who needed help)," as the alleged context in Ugaritic re
quires. Even the sentence structure is different, since the Ugaritic con
struction would be paralleled by Hebrew */i)s:;)s1ln yiid mii.fo/.).. More 
plausible would be to compare K/Jn11· 13 (cf. Ginsberg, 19.+6) 
w'nk.tmkt.mikbm.lyd ("and I supported the 111§kbm"), tmk denoting not 
only "to hold (firmly)," as does Hebrew msk (see Yalon, 1963, p. 80) and 
Arabic msk, but also "to support.'' Yet Hebrew mik (and Arabic msk) do 
not exhibit the meaning of "support." Accordingly, in light of the 
dubious text, the lack of any comparable use of msk, and the necessity of 
postulating weak sound change, one would rather refrain from compar
ing mOkt with mik. Greenfield (1969) has also correctly remarked that for 
Ugaritic d8 (which has been interpreted as "to tread, trample down") an 
adequate etymology is provided by Arabic dyfJ ("to abase"), so that it 
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need not be connected with PS dwi/ dyi. Caquot et al. (1974, p. 436, note 
f), on the other hand, compared it to the rare Arabic daOOa. Nothing cer
tain can be stated as to Ugaritic gbOt. (For the occurrence of this and 
other Ugaritic words, see the various U garitic glossaries.) It is generally 
interpreted as "humps" of the ibrm, which may denote "bulls," the gbOt 
of the ibrm being parallel to the qrnm of the Orm, i.e., "the horns of the 
oxen." Yet it is not certain that gbOt really denotes "humps," and not 
another conspicuous part of the body of the ibrm, and even if it does, its 
connection with Middle Hebrew gbi ("to heap up") is rather dubious. 
Moreover, it is difficult to state what kind of i is exhibited by gbi, since it 
is attested, in the form of gbi, only once in Judeo-Aramaic (see Kutscher, 
in Koehler-Baumgartner, l 967ff, s.v. dabbefet [!]),where, accordingly, it 
may have been borrowed from Hebrew. Hebrew iillubim ("dowry") in l 
Kgs 9: 16, primafacie, has a clear etymology, viz. from ill) ("to send"), be
ing the parting gift of the father to his daughter when sending her away. 
Yet in Ugaritic "to send" is ill), while "dowry" (parallel to mlg, "dowry") 
is Olb. Accordingly, despite the prima facie certain etymology, Ugaritic 
Olb and Hebrew iillul)fm have to be separated from Ugaritic, Hebrew, and 
Aramaic ill). Were not Ugaritic s11) attested, one would connect Olb with 
"to send," in spite of the existence of Aramaic ill) (as did, in fact, Driver, 
1956, s.v., who, however, misread the word as 011)), and would assume 
weak sound change, an additional proof of how careful one has to be not 
to rush to postulating exceptional sound shifts. Ugaritic ngO and ngi, 
both denoting "to approach, meet," 27 are, it seems, doublets, either 
original, inherited ones28 or originally roots with similar, yet nevertheless 
different meanings, which were attracted to one another, perhaps also by 
the interference of other roots. 29 Ugaritic 00 ("six"), OdO ("sixth") do not, 

27. Ullendorff ( 1962. p. 340) attributed the meaning of "to press, drive, overwhelm" lo 
ngi. Yet in Gordon (1965, text 52:68) only the meaning "to approach, meet" is suitable. 

28. Cf., e.g., Miihlau-Yolck's rather fanciful assumption ( 1890, s.v. ng') that roots ex
hibiting ng as their first radicals have the basic meaning of "lo push, beat," as Hebrew ngh. 
ngh. ngl, ngn, ngp. ngi. ng§. also nhg, and Arabic 11jn;.11jl, njh. nji, njr, nj'. Much more likely 
is Streck's view (quoted in Gesenius-Buhl, 1915, s.v. ngi) that ngi and ngi are secondary 
offshoots of one root denoting "lo tread." 

29. Thus, e.g., Arabic n}O. inter a/ia denoting "to seek, investigate," may be influenced 
nol only by nji. which, among other meanings. denotes "to seek" as well, but also by the 
very frequent bl;O, which governs the preposition of 'an. as does njfJ. It is even possible that 
at first nj/J was influenced by bl;O. and then nH was influenced by njfJ. At any rate, it seems 
that Gordon's assumption (1965, s.v. ngli) that Ugaritic ngO denotes "to seek," does not fit 
tex.t 75: 1:40, where Baal has already met the "devourers." One would rather interpret it as 
"to approach." In Gordon ( 1965, 'nt: pl. x: Y:4, 17) the text is not clear enough, whereas in 
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of course, exhibit an exceptional sound shift f > 8, despite their cor
respondence to PS id8 (as preserved by Epigraphic South-Arabic), since 
the initial (J is due to assimilation to the final one. Similar assimilation is 
well attested in Ugaritic, where the f-prefix of the causative verbal form is 
assimilated to 8 as first radical (see Gordon, 1965, p. 34). Compare also 
the assimilation of the 8 of * sddi8 to the initial fin Arabic sad is < * fddis 
("sixth"). As to Ugaritic 818 ("three") and its correspondence to PS s, see 
Blau (1972, p. 80); as to Ugaritic i8 ("being") as against Arabic laysa ("is 
not"), see Blau (1972, pp. 58-61 ). In the wake of al-Yasin ( 1952, p. 110), 
Ugaritic Orm ("to eat, dine") is generally connected with Iraqi Arabic 
Oaram ("to cut food in pieces"). If this connection is correct (pay atten
tion to the difference in meaning!), it may be buttressed by Classical 
Arabic 8arama, as a rule denoting "to break the teeth," according to 
Landberg (1920-42, s.v. Olm), yet al-Azhari, quoted by ibn Maniur 
(1955-56, s.v.), states that it means, like ra8ama and ratama, any sort of 
breaking. On the other hand, srm ("to break") is attested in Syriac and, 
in the form srm (marginally, to be sure) in Arabic. 30 One would perhaps 
posit a PS doublet 8rm-frm ("to break"), which may or may not be con
nected with Ugaritic Orm ("to eat, dine"). Ugaritic 8nn denotes some kind 
of soldier (see Gordon, 1965, s.v.). Aistleitner's interpretation (1965, s.v.) 
as "lancer" and its connection with the PS root §nn, originally meaning 
"tooth," is a mere etymologicum. Dahood (1965, p. 332) connected 
Ugaritic yOn and Hebrew yiiidn ("old") with Arabic 'asina ("to be 
filthy"), as was usual before the discovery of Ugaritic. 31 Yet the 
divergence in form (Ugaritic 8, i.e. PS 0, as against Arabic s representing 
PS s} and the lack of real identity in meaning (Ugaritic and Hebrew 
"old" as against Arabic "stinking water") makes this connection rather 
precarious. The meaning of Ugaritic (J'r ("to arrange, serve food") is cer
tain, yet its etymology is completely obscure, and Gordon (1965) is, in 
our opinion, right in simplv adducing the meaning without any addition. 

Gordon (1965, text 49:11:6, 27) would maintain that both "to seek .. and "to approach .. fit 
the context. So .. to approach .. seems clearly to be attested, whereas "to seek .. is dubious. It 
may, or course, be parallel to Arabic nj!J. if in Arabic the meaning .. to seek" is not secon· 
dary, as suggested. On the other hand, the meaning of .. seeking .. might have emerged secon· 
darily in Ugaritic as well through the interference of bqfJ ('"to seek .. ). 

30. Brockelmann [1928, s.v. inn) and Aistleitner, (1965, s.v. fJrm) cite it in the second 
form; I have found it in the fifth form in ibn Man~ur (1955-56, s.v. srm). 

31. See especially Noldeke (1910, p. 203). One would like to add Arabic wasina ("to 
faint because of the stench of the well .. ), because it is closer in form to yin/ y{)n. 
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For various attempts at etymology, see, e.g., Aistleitner (!965, s.v.), Rin 
(1968, p. 73), Caquot et al. (1974, p. 157, note f; p. 160, note t). Yet any 
etymological connection is so dubious that one would methodologically 
refrain from assuming any exceptional sound correspondence. The same 
applies to the etymologies suggested by Dahood ( 1965, p. 331, note 60) 
for kpO, presumably denoting "earth," and by de Moor (1969, p. 107b) 
for the proper noun pOpO. Etymology is a rather uncertain domain, even 
if one sticks to the accepted sound shifts. 

1.4 Ugaritic ;: Corresponding to PS Q 

Other weak sound changes that have been postulated for Ugaritic are 
even less attested and therefore, methodologically, one should refrain 
from using them to explain unclear passages. Thus, in order to explain 
difficult ;u, de Moor (l 968, p. 213, note 3) claimed that the use of the let
ter; in correspondence to PS Q is not restricted to Gordon ( 1965), text 75 
(where, in my opinion at least [Blau, 1968, p. 525a], it exhibits an archaic 
trait of marking r,, which had already disappeared in the contemporary 
language), but is attested in additional cases as well. He cites three occur
rences, none of which, however, supports his claim. Ugaritic lnr ("court") 
corresponds to Arabic l)a;:ira, Judeo-Aramaic l)u/ra ("sheepfold"), and 
presumably also to Ge'ez l)a$i1r ("hedge"). 32 In the light of Epigraphic 
South-Arabic l)(ir ("abode") and ml)(ir ("vestibule"), Hebrew baser 

("court") could, to be sure, be derived from Mr as well. 11 Yet the Ugaritic 
parallel in exactly the same sense and usage, buttressed by Arabic and 
Aramaic correspondence, conclusively proves its derivation from PS l)f)r. 

32. Pace Koehler-Baumgartner ( 1967ff, s.v. Ill b$r). It is more likely that the Ge'ez 
word exhibits original ~. rather than s. because of the greater frequency of *Mr in a local 
sense. The constant spelling withs. rather than with (i, makes the assumption of the root 
*/li)r for Ge'ez somewhat unlikely. This *b~r. on the other hand. is well attested in 
Epigraphic South-Arabic bdr ("abode") and mb(ir ("vestibule") (see Conti Rossini, 1931, 
s.v.). thus showing again that different roots with related meanings may develop in the same 
direction even without any blend. Accordingly, the occurrence of *b6r in this sense in Ge'ez 
would not be unexpected altogether. Moreover, the derivation of badfra ("enclosure, vil
lage") and mabdara ("room") in South Arabic dialects (see Landberg, 1920-42 and 1901, 
s. v.) from *b(Jr is quite likely. Yet since(! and~ have fallen together, these words may exhibit 
the root Mr as well. 

33. As. no doubt. Hebre" /lii~er ("settlement which has no wall about 1t") has to be 
derived from b\ir Cf .. e.g .. Orlinsky (1939, pp. 24-26), Malamal (1962, p. 147), Rodinson, 
( 1957. p. 116), Loewenstamm and Blau ( 1957ff, s.v.). 
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Ugaritic ;;:rw ("resin") corresponds, to be sure, to Arabic rjarw/rjirw and 
Epigraphic South-Arabic rjrw on the one hand, and Syriac $Grwd on the 
other. Yet the latter is apparently a loan word (see Kutscher, l 976, p. 25, 
note 54), and the former are perhaps due to blending with rjnv ("to bleed") 
(see Blau, I 970a, pp. 61-62). And the derivation of ;rw from PS ~nv is 
conclusively demonstrated by Galilean Aramaic fn1· (see Kutscher, 1976, 
p. 25). The third root cited by de Moor, g;:y, which denotes something 
like "to entreat with gifts," has no clear etymology. Therefore, one would 
consent to the way adopted by Gordon (1965, s.v.), who elucidated its 
meaning by paralle/ismus membrorum and refrained from any etymology. 
Any attempt 14 to connect it with Arabic Jfrjy, g(ir;J ("to be dark [night], 
contract the eyelids, lower [the eyes], blink'') not only presupposes a 
phonetic correspondence ;-<;/for which no certain example exists, but 
also a semantic connection which is more than precarious. 3' Accordingly, 
one would not accept de Moor's proposal to explain the difficult and un
clear ;:u by the assumption of a nonexisting sound-correspondence ;-rj. 

1.5 Ugaritic 6 Corresponding to PS s/8 

One should not also consent to the interpretation of Ugaritic words 
containing lJ as corresponding, without any constraints, to PS s or even to 
PS 8. 36 The only case in which Ugaritic lJ does correspond to PS sis when 
immediately preceding d. The phonetic reason for this can be easily un
derstood. After the Ugaritic sound 6 had shifted to d and, therefore, the 
letter lJ had become obsolete (cf. Blau, 1968, pp. 523 ff.), the letter 6 came 
to be used mostly in Hurrian words, denoting a sound presumably like 
i.37 Therefore, since s immediately preceding d became voiced, it was 

34. De Moor establishes the connection "to wink at a person, .. hence "to try to please 
him with presents''; Aistleitner (1965, s.v.), "to bear patiently." hence "to put in favorable 
mood"; Caquot et al. (1974, p. 194, note o), "to darken, close the eyes." hence ''to con
nive." 

35. I have the feeling that, using exceptional sound correspondence and fancy semantic 
connection, one could establish an etymology for everything. 

36. Cf., e.g., Blau ( 1968, p. 523, note 5), where additional literature is cited (including 
Cross, 1962, p. 249); further Sauren-Kestemont (1971, p. 205, note 58), who rely on 
Aistleitner (1965). 

37. This pronunciation may be reflected by the Akkadian transliterations of the per
sonal name ilmrhd by si-im-rad-du and zi-im·rad-du; cf. also Grondahl 0967,. p. 14). 
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sometimes spelled with the letter 6 in such cases. A certain case for all 
practical purposes, is kf>d. alongside of k§d; it probably arose in im
mediate contact with the din an infinitive form like *ki.fdum > *kibdum. 3 ~ 
Another possible case is aoddy, if it corresponds to Hebrew 'afdOdi (see 
Cross-Freedman, 1964, p. 49). In all the other cases the suggestions 
proposed for 6 corresponding to PS .f (or 8) are, in my opinion, 
imaginary. The place name llbl simply does not correspond to PS ()b/; 39 

nor does 6rt/bhrt ("vision") have any connection with Hebrew and 
Aramaic fwr/shr or Arabic shr. 40 od, exhibiting o not immediately 
preceding d, does not, it seems, denote "mountain," but either "territory, 
premises" (see Gordon, 1965, s.v.) or ''tent" (compare Caquot et al .. 
1974, p. 121, noted with additional literature), so that its connection with 
Akkadian .fadu is precarious even from the semantic point of view. 41 IJd 
("breast") is a nursery word and, therefore, of exceptional formation: in 
Ugaritic ad, Od, and zd alternate, in Hebrew fad < *Oad and dad (cf. 
Noldeke, 1910, p. 121, note I). 

1.6 Hebrew d Corresponding to PS 6; Other "Weak" Correspondences of 
Hebrew z/d 

As is well known, the regular reflex of PS ti is Hebrew z. In the follow
ing, I shall deal with Hebrew d as a reflex of PS b,42 also mentioning some 
cases in which it is dubious whether Hebrew z/d correspond to PS z/fJ/d. d 
as reflex of PS 6 is attested in Hebrew ndr ("to vow"), occurring alongside 
the regular nzr ("to consecrate");43 qdr ("to be dark"); /;di ("to cease") 

38. ·For such an infinitive cf. ni-ib·rum in the quadrilingual word list in Nougayrol et al. 
(1968, p. 241). This seems more likely than to assume a clerical error with Caquol et al. 
(1974, p. 242, note r). For a different view, see Held ( 1962, p. 285, note 4). 

39. Pace Cross (1962, note 74), Cross-Freedman (1964, note 78). 
40. Pace Cross ( 1962, note 74), Aistleitner (1965, s.v.}, followed by Sauren-Kestemont 

(197 l, note 74}. 
4!. Pace Aislleitner (1965, s.v.), Cross (1962, note 74}, Sauren-Kestemont (1971, note 

74}. By the way, one should by no means compare (pace Aistleitner, 1965, Sauren
Keslemont, 197!) Arabic sadd, since the meaning "mountain" is secondary only, the 
primary meaning being "anything !hat closes and obstructs"; cf. Lane (1863-93, s.v.}. 

42. For particulars see the biblical dictionaries, especially Gesenius-Buhl (1915), who 
adduce important additional literature and, further, Brockelmann (1928). See also 
Gesenius-Buhl (1915, s.v. d} and further Bauer (!934}, who postulated borrowing from 
what he termed "Safonic dialects"; see against him Garbini (1960, pp. 194-196}. 

43. Cf. also Ginsberg (1945, p. 161, note 8), who tentatively suggests a blend of n6r with 
ndb. 
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(cf. Thomas, 1957); di! ("to be low, languish"), perhaps alternating with 
zll ("to be worthless");44 perhaps also dlq ("to burn, pursue"), if it really 
corresponds to Arabic Mq, originally "to sharpen," which, inter alia. 
denotes "to light, do quickly" (see Kopf, 1958, p. 170). The cases 
enumerated may be due to the dissimilatory effect of r/l, shifting 6 to d,45 

yet they may reflect dialect mixture as well, through the influences of 
dialects in which, as in Aramaic and Ugaritic, 6 had shifted to d. In the 
case of di/, at least,46 the possibility of lexical contamination must not be 
overlooked either. For the lack of any dissimilatory factor, one would in
terpret Hebrew qippod ("owl/hedgehog")41 in the light of Arabic qun
fu6/qunfa'1,48 either by assuming that it was borrowed from a dialect in 

44. Against the historical identification of these two roots see, however, N oldeke ( 1900, 
p. 157), who connects Hebrew di/ with Syriac dallil ("few"), d;i/il ("easy"), posiling PS di/. 
In note 157, he calls attention to how secondary semantic developments may mislead: from 
Arabic dll, a separate homonymous root daliil denoting "to direct, indicate" (undoubtedly 
without any connection whatever with our dl//lill/zll) is derived, originally meaning ''in
dication by gesture," then "boldness. coquetishness."' This meaning is quite close to Syriac 
zallil ("debauched"), although these two words exhibit independent development of two 
completely unrelated roots. It is quite important to keep the possibility of such develop
ments in mind and not to jump to far-reaching conclusions, involving violation of well
established sound correspondences. 

45. This is, it seems, Noldeke's opinion (1886, p. 729, note I), if I understand him cor
rectly, where he deals with qdr. ndr. l;d/. Brockelmann (1908-13, I, p. 237) speaks expressly 
of dissimilation, mentioning ndr. /;di. Fraenkel (1886, p. xiv) speaks of exceptions from 
regular sound shifts in general, referring to /;di. qdr. di/. Cf. also note 61. 

46. For the possible existence of PS dll, see note 44. This root might have been blended 
with PS 6/1 which is certainly preserved in Arabic 611. 

47. The 6 of qippod is originally short, see Ben-l:layyim (1946, p. 193). The 11 of Arabi~ 
qunfu6 could not have influenced the original 6 of qippod, since it is secondary onl), due 
to dissimilation; cf. for this feature Blau ( l970a, p. 127). The identification of Hebrew qip
pOd with hedgehog is problematic and at least in most of its occurrences in the Bible it 
denotes some kind of owl; see, e.g., Driver ( 1921, p. 383); Aharoni ( 1935), who, however, is 
in some particulars somewhat inconsistent (cf. Aharoni, 1938, p. 4 70); Ben-Yehuda (I 948ff, 
s.v.); Abifuv, Encyclopaedia Biblica, 1976, s.v. In Syriac too (cf. also Ben-Yehuda, 1948fl), 
qupdii may denote not only "hedgehog," but "owl" as well, see Payne Smith (1879-1901, 
s.v.), who connects these meanings (though not expressis verbis), and Brockelmann, (1928, 
s.v.) who wrongly separates them. For the reason why these words denote both "hedgehog" 
and "owl," see, e.g., Aharoni (1935, p. 160); Driver (1921, p. 383); Ben-Yehuda (l948fl); 
Feliks (1955-56, s.v. qippod). 

48. As far as I can see, qunfu6 occurs in the sense of "hedgehog" only. This does not, 
however, contravene its affinity with biblical qippod. even if the latter denotes "owl" only, 
since, as demonstrated by Syriac, ''hedgehog" and "owl" are related, see the preceding 
note, in fine. In the light of the variation in the vocalization of this word (qunfV /All) and its 
occurrence with d as well (qunfud), one could regard it as an Aramaic loan word, as does 
Jeffery (1938, p. 179); he, however, relies on the secondary n only, although it occurs in 
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which PS tJ has shifted to d, 49 or by assuming the existence of a doublet or 
even a triplet. The latter would consist of (I) qpd, from which Hebrew 
qippOd and perhaps Aramaic qupda are derived; (2) qpo, the root of 
Arabic qunfuo50 and perhaps of Hebrew qippoz, Aramaic qupda and Ge'ez 
quenfez; and perhaps (3) qpz, if Hebrew qippoz is really related and Ge'ez 
quenfez stems from it. (And perhaps even qp.$.) 

Because of the existence of Aramaic and Arabic zmr it is generally as
sumed that Hebrew zmr ("to make music, to sing") reflects PS zmr. Yet 
Zimmern (1917, p. 95, cited by Brockelmann, 1928, s.v.) has tentatively 
suggested that Hebrew and Aramaic zmr are borrowed from Akkadian 
(and Arabic zmr was again borrowed from Aramaic). 51 Since Akkadian z 
can reflect both PS z and 6, zmr may, if Zimmern's thesis proves true, 
be derived from both original *zmr and *6mr. Now Ugaritic l'>mr ("to 
play music")': has been discovered (Gordon, 1965, text 602:3 ). Thus, 
Loewenstamm ( 1969)53 postulated amr as the original root, to become 
zmr in Hebrew and Akkadian, whereas in Aramaic and Arabic it exhibits 
loan words.54 Another possibility would be to assume that zmr ("to sing") 

original Arabic words as well, as ban,:. see Blau (1970a, p. 127). I do not understand why, 
according to Garbini ( 1960. p. 196), the alternation of band din qunji16 suggests original d. 
Does he consider it an Aramaic loan word with original d. which had become spirantized 
after the vowel'? Against this interpretation one could adduce Hommel's claim (1879, pp. 
401f(), that "hedgehog" is a mammal known in Proto-Semitic (this could also be claimed 
against the assumption that Hebrew qippod is a loan word; Hebrew qippod, however, may 
be due to dialect mixture, rather than to borrowing, though the difference is somewhat 
slight). Moreover, it occurs early in Arabic poetry, see Hommel ( 1879, p. 339). If, in fact. 
qunju~ were an Aramaic loan, one could derive the Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic words 
simply from qjd. In this case, however. one should consider Hebrew qippoz not related and 
Ge'ez quenfe: an Aramaic loan (with spirantized d > z) or an Arabic one. as indeed Geyer 
( 1905, p. 118, note 2), on whom Jeffery relies, seems to assume. 

49. Fraenkel (1886, p. XIV) regarded qippod as an Aramaic loan. 
50. So far, l have not found the root qp6 attested outside qunju/J in Arabic, despite Rii

licka (1909, p. 133) where read taqanjal5a, a denominative verb derived from qunjuo, for ta
qajja/Ja. 

51. II l::pigraphic South-Arabic :mr, quoted by Koehler-Baumgartner {1967ff. s.v.), 
really existed (I could not verify it, nor is it mentioned in Muller's additions [1963, p. 308] to 
Koehler-Baumgartner (1953], where it is lacking)-it would, of course, invalidate Zim
mern's suggestion to some extent. That Arabic :mr is an Aramaic loan word was already 
claimed by Schwally (1898, pp. 133-134). 

52. :mr in this sense is not attested in Ugaritic, pace Koehler-Baumgartner (1967. s.v.), 
since it occurs in a completely obscure context. (In Koehler-Baumgartner, 1953, it was still 
adduced with a question mark.) Cf. also Loewenstamm (1969). 

53. Incidentally, Loewenstamm did not know of Zimmern's proposal and only cited 
Schwally's view as to Arabic zmr being an Aramaic loan word. 

54. He went so far as to assume that no homonymous root limr (from which, as a rule, 
Hebrew :imrti in the phrase 'u::t w:;i:imrtit YH WH is derived) exists. He postulated one 
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with z in PS, and Ugaritic fJ is due to the blend of two roots. 55 lt is even 
possible that Ugaritic omr ("to sing") is a scribal error, since in the same 
text omr ("strength, might") occurs twice. At any rate, the case of zmr 
clearly demonstrates how intricate the etymology might be and how 
imperative it is to collect evidence piecemeal. 

Another case of a Hebrew word whose etymology seemed perfectly 
clear till the discovery of Ugaritic is bzy ("to see") (cf. Blau, 1970b, pp. 
439-440 for particulars), viz. PS bzw. Yet in Ugaritic bdy ("to see") is at
tested, which, it seems, reflects PS bOw from which, inter a/ia, Arabic 
biM'a ("opposite") and Hebrew l:u:ize ("breast") are derived. Since the 
semantic shift "opposite" > "to see" is well attested, 56 it is easy to derive 
Hebrew bzy ("to see") from *bf'Jw. This was the reason that Ginsberg 
(1938, p. 210, note 3) proposed the following ingenious solution: Hebrew 
bzy ("to see") stems from PS bt'Jw ("to be opposite" > "to see"), and no 
PS bzw exists at all. Hebrew bzw (later > bzy) was borrowed into 

root limr ("to praise in cultic song"), from which zimrii. standing parallel to 'oz ("strength, 
might"), is derived in the sense of "the glory given to God in cultic song." Loewenstamm's 
thesis may be buttressed by the fact that in the morning prayer of "yiS1abbab" in the phrase 
ki faif;a na'i! . .. §fr uibiibii ha/Ii!/ w;izimrii 'oz umemialii . .. b:Jriiif;o1 w:JhOdii'ot ("because 
chant and laud, praise and song, strength and power ... benedictions and thanks befit 
you"), "song" and "strength" are parallel. Loewenstamm calls attention to Ps 59: 18 'uzzi 
'e/eif;a 'azammerii ("my strength I sing to you"), where "strength" and "song" are also con
nected, and interprets 'ozz[ w;izimrat accordingly. Yet although this interpretation is, no 
doubt, possible (cf. the papers pro and con of Good [1970) and Parker [1971]), it is by no 
means necessary. One may well claim that the phrase 'u:zi 'i!/eif;a 'dzammerii is not a 
primary phrase exhibiting both ·oz and zimrii, but rather a secondary one, some sort of play 
on words, imitating 'ozzi w;izimrat. which, though originally exhibiting zimrii ("strength, 
might"), was understood as "praise." Moreover, omr ("to be strong") does not completely 
rely on Epigraphic South-Arabic, for which Loewenstamm has convincingly demonstrated 
that ~mr having the sense of "strength"' cannot be proved. As to the Samaritan gloss =imrii 
="strength" (see Ben-l::layyim, l957ff, II, pp. 96-97, 457, quoted also by Greenfield, 1964, 
p. 265), one may, to be sure, argue that it arose from the interpretation of 'ozzi W:lzimrii1. 

Yet cf. also Arabic !Jimr. 6a111ir. r)amir ("clever and brave") and Ugaritic &mr ("hero") (see, 
e.g .. Caquot et al., 1974, p. 159. note m; p. 217. note n). Moreover, one must not lose sight 
of the possibility that, as suggested by Montgomery, (1951. p. 289). ('o::::i \\':l)::i111rii1 is 
etymologically related to Syriac dmr ("to av.e. wonder"). At any rate. this etymolog} is not 
less likely than that propounded by Brockelmann ( 1928, s.v.). Accordingly. I am inclined to 
postulate for Biblical Hebrew an additional root ::mr. originally 6mr. in the sense of "to be 
strong" (or "to be inspired with awe"). 

55. See Blau-Greenfield (1970. p. 12). One could imagine that it was through the rn
fluem:e or w1r ("to pronounce solemnly"), as preserved in Epigraphic South-Arabic (see 
Beeston, 1950. p. 265) and Ge'ez, that ::mr. when used in the sense of "to >ing publicly:· 
shifted to 6mr. 

56. CL. e.g .. the Arabic synonyms muqiiba/a and mu·ayana (see. e.g., Pollak, 1931, p. 
102). and ·1ra11 and 1111Hl'ajaha (ibn Man-?ur, 1955~56, s.v. 'r11. p. 302b). 
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Aramaic, from which again Arabic ~uizi ("diviner") was borrowed. Yet 
despite its ingenuity, it is not easy to consent to this theory. Aramaic bzw 
(see also Koehler-Baumgartner, 1953, Aramaic part, s.v.) is so well at
tested that the assumption of a loan word is at least dubious,57 and even 
Arabic biizi is not as isolated as it would prima facie seem (see, e.g., 
Landberg, 1920-42, s.v.). Therefore, in my opinion, it is much more like
ly that PS bzw ("to see") and /:Jliw ("to be opposite") coexisted in PS, and 
at a certain, still undefinable time, the latter developed into "to see." 
Hebrew /:lzy may, therefore, on principle, be regarded as the continuation 
of both roots. (See Gordon, 1965, s.v. For why *l:izw is more likely, see 
Blau, 1970b, p. 443, note IOI.) 

Another Hebrew root the etymology of which seemed fairly well es
tablished till the discovery of Ugaritic is zr' ("to sow"). It was generally 
derived from PS zr', although Epigraphic South-Arabic f>r' ("seed") was 
already known. 58 As is often the case in Semitic linguistics, it was 
Noldeke (1910, p. 164),59 exhibiting his usual sober judgment, who deter
mined (rightly, in my opinion) the relation between the forms with initial 
o and initial z: he derives Arabic f>ura ("holcus sorghum") from 6ur'a, 
stemming from 6r' as preserved in Arabic fiara'a and Ge'ez zar'a ("to 
scatter, to sow") (and, one may add, Epigraphic South-Arabic 6r'), which 
is related to Hebrew ziirii, Arabic 6arii, Aramaic d:mi and Ge'ez zarawa 
("to scatter, winnow") and which is to be separated from Arabic zara'a, 
Aramaic Z':!lra' and Hebrew zdra'. 60 With the discovery of Ugaritic or' 
("to sow"), the vantage point from which Hebrew zr' was looked on 
changed. Baumgartner (in Koehler-Baumgartner, 1953, Aramaic part, 
s.v. zr', following H. Bauer), posited PS or', and considered, somewhat 
hesitantly to be sure, Aramaic zr' as a Canaanite loan word, as did also 

57. It is interesting lo note that Wagner (1966, pp. 53-54), on the contrary, considers 
Hebrew bzy to be an Aramaic loan word. In the light of Ugaritic bdy and the occurrence of 
Hebrew bzy in pre-exilic writings, one would rather prefer the possibility (also considered 
by Wagner) that it is genuine Hebrew, yet its more frequent occurrence is due to Aramaic 
inOuence. 

58. See Conti Rossini (1931, s.v.). It is noteworthy to remark that Stehle (1940, p. 513) 
and Beeston ( 1962, p. 13) do not adduce 6r' among the cases of exceptional sound cor
respondence of Epigraphic South-Arabic 6 to PS z (in my opinion, rightly so, see infra). 

59. Yet he adduced only Arabic 6r' and Ge'ez zar'a ("to scatter, sow"), without refer
ring to Epigraphic South-Arabic. 

60. Landberg ( 1920--42, s.vv. 6ry, zr', especially p. 940), in accordance with his method 
of "great" etymology, which connects roots exhibiting similar radicals (cf. supra), expressly 
opposed Ni:ildeke and connected all these roots, as did also, e.g., M i.ihlau-Volek ( 1890, s.vv. 
zr'. I zrr). 
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Aro (1964). 61 This, however, is less likely than Loewenstamm's sugges
tion (1962) that Ugaritic t>r', which does not denote "to sow" only, but 
also "to winnow, disperse," is due to a blend of PS zr' ("to sow") and orw 
("to winnow, disperse"). One may tentatively add that South Semitic 
(Epigraphic South-Arabic, Arabic, Ge'ez) t>r' ("to disperse, sow"), which 
is no doubt related to *t>rw, has also presumably received the meaning of 
"sowing" by semantic attraction to zr' ("to sow"). 

Hebrew zrq ("to throw"), no doubt, corresponds to PS zrq. It could 
however, also reflect *orq, cf. Arabic 6rq, which, however (pace Gesenius
Buhl, 1915, s.v. zrq), does not denote "to throw," but "to dung" (see 
Blau, l 970a, p. 49, note 9. Aramaic drq is not, it seems, a genuine form, 
see note 61.) It is not unlikely that zrq-t>rq constitute a PS doublet. For 
Hebrew zky ("to be pure"), see the literature cited in Blau (I 970a, p. 49, 
note 9). Hebrew giddep ("to revile, blaspheme") is related not only to 
Syriac, Judeo-Aramaic-and Christian Aramaic gaddep in the same sense, 
but, it seems, also to Ge'ez gdf ("to throw,02 repudiate"), on the one 
hand, and to Epigraphic South-Arabic, gof ("to blaspheme") on the 
other. (See Stehle, 1940, p. 513, and note 60, without, however, con
senting to all the correspondences adduced there.) If, in the light of 
Epigraphic South-Arabic gt>f. one postulated PS gop, one should regard 
Hebrew giddep as an Aramaic loan word, since PS gl'Jp should be reflected 
by Hebrew *gzp.61 Yet Ge'ez gdf. in my opinion, proves the d to be 

61. Aro also, with similar hesitation, suggested that Arabic zr is a Canaanite loan 
word. Another possibility, according to this theory, would be to consider the Arabic word 
an Aramaic loan· word. Both Baumgartner and Aro cited Aramaic dr: Baumgartner as 
Judeo-Aramaic, Aro as Aramaic without qualifications. As a matter of fact, dr' (just as drq) 
is restricted to various Targumic texts, and the question arises of how reliable these forms 
are, especially since zr-dr' (and zrq-drq) alternate. Fraenkel ( 1905) regarded both verbs as 
due to dissimilation of z > din the vicinity of r (see supra, note 45). Kutscher ( 196 7, p. 17 3) 
and Koehler-Baumgartner (1967ff, s.v. zrq) however, regarded drq as hyper-Aramaism and 
dr (Koehler-Baumgartner 1967ff, s.v. zr") as a dubious form; I am inclined to accept this 
view (pace Blau, I 970a, p. 48, note 9) in light of Exod 19: 13 Targum Neofiti and Paris 1 IO 
yzdrqwn, Kahle (1930, p. 56) }'zdrqn. as against British Museum add. 27031 ydryqwn; Exod 
9:8 Neofiti wyzrwq as against British Museum wydrqynyh. 

62. For the semantic shift "to throw"> "to curse" cf. Niildeke (1910, p. 47, note 3), 
Fraenkel (1886, p. 228), Gesenius-Buhl (1915, s.v. gdp), Blau-Loewenstamm (1970, p. 9, 
note 13). Cf. also Noldeke (1952, s.v. "abana, "to speak evil of"), if I am correct in derivihg 
it from "to throw stones." In this case, it would exhibit an additional relic of Semitic *'abn 
("stone") in Arabic, besides that cited by Niildeke (1886, p. 724). 

63. So hesitantly Fraenkel (1886, p. 228), who connected the Hebrew word with Arabic 
qa/Jafa ("to throw"). Yet later (1898, p. 74) he, silently, accepted .Barth's etymology (1893, 
p. 28), who compared Arabic jdb ("to disapprove") and assumed alternation of p-b as third 
radical, thus postulating original d for giddep. Noldeke (19IO, p. 62) also changed his mind 
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original, since the Ge'ez word cannot be considered an Aramaic loan,64 

because Ge'ez has well preserved the presumably original meaning of 
gdp, viz. "to throw" (see note 62), which, as far as I know, is not attested 
in any Aramaic dialect. Accordingly, one would rather postulate at least 
two PS related roots, presumably even more, viz. (in the light of Ge'ez) 
gdp65 and (cf. Epigraphic South-Arabic) g6p, with which q/Sp, as occurring 
in Arabic, is related. Aramaic gaddep may reflect both *gdp and *g/Sp. 66 

Hebrew gzm ("to cut"; in the Bible, in derivations only) has many 
correspondences to roots in various Semitic languages which reflect PS 
gun. Yet in different languages reflections of what seems to be PS gzm, 
gom, and gdm with a similar meaning are well attested,67 exhibiting either 
genuine variations in PS or later attraction of originally different roots. 
Hebrew dip ("to dnp") corresponds to roots in Semitic tongues reflecting 
PS dip. Yet in Middle Hebrew and Judea-Aramaic zip ("to sprinkle, 
pour") is attested, as well as in Syriac in similar meaning,68 presumably 

and hesitantly suggested the possibility of different roots attracting each other for Arabic
Ge'ez-Tigre qoJ: gof: gdJ: bdf:jl'ij,jdf Wagner (1966, p. 39) considered Hebrew giddep an 
Aramaic loan, and consistently assumed the same for Arabic jaddafa and Ge'ez gadafa.-For 
the latter see infra. 

64. In Ge'ez, PS /5 is reOecled by z, rather than by d. 
65. Somewhat complicated is the case of Arabicjaddaja. In Classical Arabic ii denotes 

"to deny a favor," rather than "lo blaspheme." It was Golius who, relying on Hebrew gid
dep, interpreted Arabicjaddafa in the sense of blaspheming (see Lane, 1863-93, s.v.), and 
from here it passed lo European works dealing with etymology (as Gesenius-Buhl, 1915, 
s.v.; Wagner, 1966: Koehler-Baumgartner, 1967ff, s.v.; Barthelemy, 1935ff, s.v.; yel not in 
Brown e1 al., 1907, s.v.). In the sense of blasphemy I know it only from dialects-its first at
lestalion, so far as I know, being Bocthor, adduced by Dozy (1881, s.v.); see also 
Barthelemy (1935ff, s.v.) and Spiro (1895, s.v.). In the dialects it may well be an Aramaic 
loan; cf. Feghali ( 1920, p. 257; 1922, pp. 15, 27) for Lebanese gaddef(Feghali, by the way, 
also postulates for Classical Arabicjaddafa the meaning of blaspheming); Fray ha (1947, s.v. 
gaddaj). The original meaning of jaddaja ("to deny a favor") may well have been "to cut," a 
sense preserved by Arabic jadafa, and originally it may not be related to Ge'ez gadaja, "to 
throw" > "lo blaspheme." 

66. gdp ("to scrape"), allested in Mandaic (see Drower-Macuch, 1963, s.v.) and in Mid
dle Hebrew (see, e.g., Jastrow, 1903, s.v.) continues, it seems, gdp ("to cut"), rather than gdp 
("to throw"). 

67. See, e.g., Gesenius-Buhl (1915) and Brown et al. (1907), s.v. g:::m: Stehle (1940, p. 
514): Brockelmann (1928, s.vv. gdm. g=n1); Soden (1965ff, s.v. gadtimu); further Landberg 
(1920-42, s.v.jdm). Cf. also the alternation of gdd. g<1u, g:::: (see Muhlau-Vokk, 1890, s.v. 
gdd. Koehler-Baumgartner, 1967ff, s.v. Landberg, 1920-42, s.v.). CL also Arabic jadaja 
("to cut") in note 65 above, and Greenfield ( 1958, p. 210, note 20), who also mentions 
gd'/g:::'. 

68. See, e.g., Gesenius-Buhl ( 1915 ): Brown et al. (1907): Koehler-Baumgartner (I 967fl): 
Brockelmann (1928, s.v. dip); Levy (1867-68 and 1876-89): Jastrow (1903); Payne Smith 
(1879-1901); Brockelmann (1928, s.v. :::Ip). 
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not a genuine doublet, but due to attraction of dip by a root like zll; ("to 
shed, to sprinkle"). 69 

2. Hebrew and PS s 

There exists an ever-growing literature dealing with non-voiced, non
emphatic sibilants in Semitic languages in general and in Hebrew in par
ticular. Many of these studies, in one way or another, pivot upon the fact 
that in the Hebrew alphabet s is the only phoneme 70 marked 
polyphonically rather than by a special letter. 71 On the other hand, the 
tradition for the existence of.( is well established and the main lines of 
development, as traditionally explained (see, e.g. Bergstrasser, 1918-29, 
l, pp. 6, 88) and also accepted by us, are quite clear: the Hebrew alphabet 
stems from a language in which § and s have merged, presumably in i. 
Since the Hebrews did not add new letters to the accepted alphabet, they 
used § {W) polyphonically, for both i and S. 72 And, indeed, comparison 
with other Semitic languages clearly demonstrates the genuine character 
of the differentiation between sands in Hebrew, today pronounced sand 
s. respectively (except by Samaritans, who pronounce both of them ass), 
and establishes the separate existence of s, different from both PS i ands. 
s, i.e. the letter spelled w and pronounced s, exhibits a regular cor
respondence to many other Semitic languages, different from the sound 
correspondence of both §{i.e. the letter spelled w and pronounced s) and s 
{i.e., the letter same/s, pronounced s). s invariably corresponds to s in 

69. Cf., e.g., Levy (1876-89); Brockelmann (1928, s.v.). Otherwise Greenfield (1958, p. 
210) 

70. The spirant variants of b. g, d, k. p. I are allophones only. 
71. Additional letters of the Hebrew alphabet, to be sure, might have been polyphonic. 

If· and b. in fact, marked two different sounds till the end of the second century B.CE., viz. 
'Ii and bib respectively (sec, e.g .. Bergstrasser. 1918-29, I. pp. 36-38). they have to be 
regarded as polyphonic for that period. Yet this fact. if correct. has IO be inferred and has 
not been handed down by living tradition as in the case or .'i. On the other hand, even.\ is not 
pronounced today as a phonetic entity differing from other sounds of the Hebre'' alphabet. 
but as s like samet. 

72. As a rule, it is postulated that the pronunciation of i was closer to s than to s. and 
therefore lll, the letter markings. was chosen to represent i (see e.g .. Bergstrasser, 1918-29, 
I, p. 42). Yet it is not impossible that ll1 was chosen by the impact of the language from 
which the Hebrew alphabet was borrowed. In this language IV was used for marking not 
only original s, but also i. Therefore, since Hehrew words containing i corresponded to 
words of that language spelled with IV, IV was used for marking .i. even ifs' happened to be 
closer to s than to§. Cf., for the similar choice of Arabic ti' for marking ;/g respectively 
through the innuence of Nabatean Aramaic, Blau (1970a, pp. 59-60). 
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other Semitic languages, i corresponds to i in most Semitic languages, 
with the exception of Arabic and Ge'ez (and later Assyrian), in which it 
appears as s. i is exhibited by i in Akkadian, Ugaritic, Arabic, and 
Ethiopic, by a special letter in Epigraphic South-Arabic (and by a special 
sound in Modern South-Arabic) and is spelled in early Aramaic with w, 
in later Aramaic with same/s. The simplest and most reasonable in
terpretation of the special correspondence of Hebrew i is the assumption 
of a separate PS phoneme Hn, which continued its existence in South 
Arabic, as well as in early Aramaic and (in a changed form) in Arabic and 
Ge'ez and, of course, in early Hebrew. Exceptions to regular sound cor
respondence are, to be sure, attested. They have, however, to be carefully 
balanced against regular sound correspondences and reduced, as far as 
possible, to their proper dimensions, the more so, since, as we have seen 
in Section I above, deviations from regular sound correspondence occur 
with other Hebrew (and Semitic) sounds as well. 

2.1 Critical Analysis of Vollers ( 1894) 

In many ways, one may regard Vollers (1894) as the prototype of 
works disregarding typical sound development in favor of deviant and 
random features. This article is now, for all practical purposes, forgotten. 
Yet it deserves careful consideration, since it demonstrates to what ex
tremes the negligence of sound philological method may lead, even 
though this paper reflects great erudition and acumen, or perhaps 
because of these qualities. Its main thesis is the division of the Semitic 
languages into two groups, one exhibiting sibilants and their variants 
("the S-group"), the other occlusives and their variants ("the T-group"). It 
is based on a long series of comparisons of words in which the S-group and 
the T-group allegedly interchange, often stemming from a somewhat un
curbed fantasy. Thus Arabic iariba ("to drink") is related to ()irb 
("fat") (p. 191); Hebrew iagag ("to go astray, commit sin") to Arabic ()aj
ja ("to flow strongly") and mifJajj ("voluble orator"), allegedly because 
the Hebrew word denotes sin committed by quick and negligent speech! 
(p. 193); Hebrew s:>ttiw ("winter," i.e. "the period of rain") is connected 
with iata ("to drink") (pp. 201-202; on p. 209 this correspondence is ad
duced as a certain case); Hebrew kesel ("loins") is, on the one hand, 
related to kotel ("wall," originally "to be compact") (p. 193), and on the 
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other, to kdsa/ ("to stumble, stagger") (p. 202); Hebrew smm (inter alia, 
"to be appalled") allegedly corresponds to Aramaic (and, one may add, 
to Hebrew) tmh ("to be astounded") and Arabic whm, thm ("to 
imagine"), although the latter is doubtlessly secondary (p. 194). One 
would not be surprised when, on the strength of such comparisons, Vol
lers, inter a/ia, arrives at the conclusion (p. 171) that irregular cor
respondences of sibilants are almost as frequent as the regular ones, and 
reconstructs a phase in which s was the only unvoiced non-emphatic 
sibilant (p. 210), which only later shifted, under yet unspecified condi
tions, to s. So, in Vollers' opinion (pp. 211-212), the ancient sb' ("to be 
satiated") coexisted in Hebrew with the later, originally southern, .Sb'. 
Eventually, sb' prevailed, and this is the reason for win such words being 
pronounced ass. s, in Vollers' opinion, never existed, and one must not 
(p. 213) infer from Epigraphic South-Arabic s3 that PS had three non
emphatic unvoiced sibilants. In Vollers' opinion, it is the result of the col
lision of two speech communities. We shall, however, see in the following 
(Section 3 below) that deviations from regular sound shift of sibilants oc
cur in a minority of cases only, and they have to be interpreted as due to 
special reasons. Accordingly, for PS, as accepted, a series of three un
voiced non-emphatic sibilants has to be postulated, viz. s, s, S. 

2.2 Critical Analysis of Gumpertz (1953) 

Gumpertz (1953, pp. 33-50; English summary, p. iii) has 
reconstructed a somewhat similar development of unvoiced non
emphatic sibilants. If I understand him properly, 73 he too postulates one 
sibilant of this kind, the pronunciation of which, however, was with a 
bilateral lisp. 74 

73. Cf. Ben-l:layyim's judicious remarks (1955, pp. 165-166). 
74. He even claims that different pronunciations of i and i cannot be established until 

the time of the naqdiinim. and that the first authentic testimony for the difference between 
the pronunciation of IP and samek can be traced to Jerome only. Cf. against this view the 
judicious remarks of Kutscher ( 1955, p. 361). On the other hand, the core of Gumpertz' 
paper on the pronunciation of IP is quite important for the history of the pronunciation of 
this letter, since it demonstrates that all over Europe, with the exception of Arabic-speaking 
Spain, the pronunciation of IP as i was entirely unknown in the early Middle Ages. 
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3. Critical Analysis of Magnanini ( 1974) 

In a recent article, Magnanini (1974) also arrives at the conclusion 
that no PS§ existed. In the main part of his paper, Magnanini analyzes 93 
Arabic roots containing s, which, according to the current view, should 
correspond to PS and Hebrew i. He also collected ten cases of Arabic s 
corresponding to Hebrew s, rather than to Hebrew (and PS) s/ S. Taken 
altogether, he examined 103 cases and found that only 35 exhibit 
"regular" sound correspondence, as against 68 "irregular" cases. From 
this extreme irregularity he infers that PS § is a ghost phoneme. 

3.1 Attestations of PS s outside Hebrew 

Even before we scrutinize the alleged irregular correspondence of 
Hebrew §and Arabic s, we want to stress that the existence of PS§ by no 
means depends on Hebrew only. It is attested in South Arabic as well, 
further in Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions, as well as in transcriptions ex
hibited by Egyptian texts, the al-Amarna letters from Jerusalem (see 
Diem, 1974, pp. 228ff) and by Old Akkadian (Diem, 1974, p. 248). 

3.2 Unvoiced Non-Emphatic Sibilants in Epigraphic South-Arabic 

Magnanini was, it seems, aware of this problem. Therefore, in a 
somewhat summarizing way, he cites eleven cases from Epigraphic 
South-Arabic and, adding that they could easily be augmented, infers 
from them that the third unvoiced non-emphatic sibilant exhibits an in
novation. Yet, even before analyzing these examples, one must not lose 
sight of the fact that the texts mentioned above, even without the Hebrew 
and Epigraphic South-Arabic evidence, postulate the existence of PS i. 

From the eleven cases cited by Magnanini from Epigraphic South
Arabic, four contain s 1 (as a rule, and in my opinion correctly, considered 
to represent PS s). Three of them allegedly correspond to PS s: 'sir. 

75. He adduces LaSor (1957-58) and Beeston (1962), yet not Cantineau (1935-45), 
Stehle ( 1940), Beeston (1951). 
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which, however, is due to an error of Conti Rossini, 193 l, s.v. (see Stehle, 
1940, p. 524, note 185), the correct reading being 's3r (s 3 is, as a rule, and 
correctly in my opinion, identified with PS s), which thus reflects regular 
sound correspondence. hrs1 is identified by many with Hebrew hrs: yet its 
correlation with s1trs1. i.e., an 'iitaf'al form, makes one assume that the h 
of hrs1 may be the prefix of hf'! (cf. Jamme, 1962, p. 13b, where ad
ditional literature is cited). The third, and last, example is the proper 
noun bs1n, which allegedly corresponds to Hebrew bsn ("to be strong"). 
This correspondence, however, is wholly imaginary. 76 The fourth exam
ple with s1, the proper noun(!) dwsi, allegedly corresponds to the Hebrew 
proper noun di'son. exhibiting the exceptional sound correspondence 
Epigraphic South-Arabic s1 = Hebrew (and PS) S. Yet the Hebrew 
proper noun is di'Son, 71 thus exhibiting a completely regular sound cor
respondence. Moreover, there is no need whatsoever for the Hebrew and 
Epigraphic South-Arabic proper nouns to be in fact related. 78 

Magnanini cites three cases of s2 corresponding to Hebrew (and PS).§. 
rather than to the expected S. Yet all of them are dubious. For ws2 '.· see, 
e.g., Beeston (1951, p. 16) and Jamme (1962, p. 38a);79 for s/w: Beeston 
(1951, p. 16) and Muller (1963, p. 316); for sift: Muller (1963, p. 316).00 

From the four cases cited for s3, which should correspond to PS s, 
one, allegedly exhibiting the correspondence s3 = Hebrew .S(viz. s 3wd = 
Hebrew sed), is completely imaginary: see for the various possibilities of 
the origin of the Hebrew word the biblical dictionaries s. v., especially 
Brown et al. (1907). Moreover, Hebrew sed in the sense of"lord," rather 
than "demon," is a mere etymologicum. The other three adduced cases 
with s_i allegedly correspond to Hebrew i. The only possible case of ex
ception from regular sound correspondence among them is perhaps 
Epigraphic South-Arabic l)s3r and Hebrew *bafrii/*l)ii.Serii, yet even it is 

76. The Epigraphic South-Arabic proper noun could, for instance, correspond to 
Arabic l;asan ("beautiful"), a very frequent proper noun in Arabic, if the latter exhibits PS 
l;Sn. Incidentally, Conti Rossini (1931, s.v.) connected these two words, yet mixed them up 
again with Hebrew l;sn as well, thus apparently misleading Magnanini. 

77. In Conti Rossini (1931, s.v.) diion is spelled correctly yet the other Hebrew proper 
noun, diiiin. is erroneously spelled dtsiin with s. and this, perhaps, misled Magnanini. 

78. Thus the Hebrew one may reflect original (J (cf., e.g., Gesenius-Buhl, 1915, s.v.). 
79. I would like to add that in Middle Hebrew, siyya' (originally siyya') denotes "to 

aid." 
80. Incidentally, Hebrew siipat ("to set on the fire, establish"), with which Magnanini 

compares this word, exhibits, it seems, PS 0, both if it corresponds to Ugaritic Opd ("to put") 
or-what is, in my opinion, more likely-if it is a denominative verb, derived from a noun 
from the root Opy, denoting the stone supporting the kettle. 
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by no means certain. 81 Compare Stehle (1940, p. 536), who adduces 
Beeston's view, for 'rs3; and pp. 536-537, for 's3b. 

The inference to be drawn from these cases is quite simple: as Stehle 
(1940), Cantineau (1935-45), LaSor (1957-58), and Beeston (1951 and 
1962) have demonstrated, the Epigraphic South-Arabic sibilants reflect 
completely regular sound correspondence, as also exhibited by the exam
ples cited by Magnanini. 

3.3 Correspondences of Hebrew and Arabic Sibilants 

The correspondences Magnanini adduced for Arabic i and Hebrews 
are not irregular either. The allegedly irregular character of the cor
respondence of Hebrew s originates in etymologies which are partly 
based on loan words, on dissimilations, on quite unlikley semantic shifts 
(disregarding much more likely ones), and even on mere errors. A small 
number of possible (but by no means necessary) irregular cor
respondences remain. But these, however, should be discarded, because 
they contravene regular sound shift and are not necessary. In one case 
only, viz. Hebrew iwq = Arabic iwq ("to desire"), there is, it seems, a 
genuine deviation from sound shift.82 I have, in the following, arranged 
the material according to Hebrew roots, because it is much easier to 
check the etymology with the help of the biblical, rather than Arabic, dic
tionaries. I have also divided the material according to the sound cor
respondences which they exhibit. 83 

81. For the Epigraphic South-Arabic word, cf. Stehle (1940, p. 537). According to 
Magnanini himself, the Hebrew word corresponds to Arabic bir as well, so that one should 
posit a triple irregular correspondence, viz. Epigraphic South-Arabic sJ (as a rule reflecting 
PS s), Hebrew (and PS) i. and Arabic i (corresponding, as a rule, to PS i)! Moreover, the 
Hebrew word may denote the (heavenly) sieve and correspond to Ugaritic fJ8r. thus ex
hibiting original II. 

82. One could hardly consent to Brockelmann (1908-13, l, p. 167), who, in the main, 
follows Barth (1893, p. 46), that the Arabic i is due to assimilation to the following q. 
Fraenkel (1898, p. 80), on the other hand, suggests lexical contamination. 

83. As a rule, I am citing roots or, in the case of the clear nominal character of the root, 
the noun. Magnanini, as a rule (yet see iemei, · eier. resen, sorer. kiisUtib. etc., further II w/ y 
roots, as fws') adduces roots in the third person sing. masc. of qal, even of nominal roots like 
iiipan. As a rule, I do not adduce the meanings, if they can easily be found in the biblical dic
tionaries for Hebrew and the usual dictionaries for Arabic. Magnanini cites the meaning of 
the Arabic verb, the Hebrew meaning being quoted after "(ebr)" (see, e.g., resen. iorer, 
'eier). As a rule, however, "(ebr)" is missing, giving the impression that the Arabic verb 
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3.3.1 

Hebrew i corresponding to Arabic s, as stated by Magnanini 
himself: 84 'rs; l)pi, for which Magnanini cites two Arabic cor
respondences, viz. l:ifs, which seems to be appropriate, and bf§. the mean
ing of which does not fit at all; 85 /ws: kares; ngi (cf. also note 28); n.i'; 
'eieb; 'eier; pri: piy; pi', whose correspondence with Arabic/.Sg, however 
(cf. Koehler-Baumgartner, 1953, s.v.), is rather dubious; qaswii; ib'; shd; 
S,n (cf. also Blau, 1970a, p. 103); iyb; iyd; iml); simld; in'; irg; ird: sr/; 
iry; srq; itr, altogether 26 cases. Add to them two cases in which 
Magnanini wrongly connects Hebrew i with Arabic s. rather than with 
Arabic s, viz. Hebrew bim as against Arabic basiim ("spice") (for the 
problem of Arabic bim, see Gesenius-Buhl, 1915, s.v., who adduced 
Lagarde's view); and Hebrew bir, which is connected by Magnanini not 
only correctly with Arabic bir, but also with bsr, which, however, has a 
totally unsuitable meaning ("to frown"). (For its Semitic cor
respondences see Brockelmann, 1928, s.v. bsr.) Magnanini also adduces 
three cases in which i and s alternate in the Hebrew root, corresponding 
to Arabic s. This has to be interpreted as reflecting original Hebrew i, s 
being due to later orthographic habit: gri/s, l:iri/s, and i/sbk (see Blau, 
1970a, p. 114, and p. 115, respectively). Magnanini connects Hebrew s'r 
with Arabic sgr. Yet the Hebrew root alternates with S'r. Moreover, the 
correspondence with Arabic §gr is very dubious and, therefore, it is rather 
uncertain whether in this case too Hebrew i is matched by Arabic s (cf. 
Blau, I 970a, p. 115, especially note 5). An additional case of Hebrew i 
corresponding to Arabic §is Hebrew qimmoi as against Arabic qummiiS; 
yet Magnanini adopts the inferior reading qimmos. 86 

denotes the meanings of the Hebrew one as well. In most cases I have not called attention to 
it. Similarly, I have not corrected small deviations. Even if the etymologies of the current 
biblical dictionaries differ from those proposed by Magnanini, I have not, as a rule, referred 
to them, contenting myself with stating that Magnanini's etymology is not necessary. 

84. As in etymologies in general, not all the cases cited are certain. Yet since M agnanini 
agreed to these etymologies, I have, as a rule, adduced them without comment. I have, 
however, omitted Hebrew q:isffd since the meaning of the proposed Arabic qi/ was too dif
ferent (the etymology of the Hebrew word being, in fact, unknown), further if!/, which does 
not fit Arabic i/:11 in meaning. For iyn read •syn, only preserved as brtb. the§ being proven 
by the secondary root itn (cf. also Middle Hebrew ieten "urine"), corresponding to 8. inter 
alia in Arabic ma8ana. which has given rise to the secondary root mfJn and is felt as derived 
from it. 

85. For particulars see Blau (1955, p. 342 and note I) and Wagner (1966, pp. 59-60). 
86. For qimmoi with i see the biblical dictionaries; i is also the reading of the Aleppo 

Codex and Ms. Leningrad Bl9a. 
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3.3.2 

Besides bSm and bSr. treated above, Magnanini claims in nine ad
ditional cases that Hebrews corresponds to Arabic s. Yet in three cases 
only is this correspondence in any way likely, and on the strength of such 
narrow evidence one will hardly jump to the conclusion that the sound 
correspondence of Hebrew s is not constant. The three cases are: b§p, 
which, however, may reflect a blend of J)ip with /:lsp, since it corresponds 
to Ugaritic /:lsp (see also Blau, l 970a, pp. 124, 134 ); rps, which Magnanini 
collates with Arabic rfs which, however, may itself very well correspond 
to Hebrew rms;87 and sbr. 88 So even in these cases, which are the most 
likely ones, it is rather dubious that Hebrew s, in fact, is matched by 
Arabic s. Even less certain are the other cases. If mifpii/:I {"bloodshed") 
realty corresponds to Arabic sjb ("'to pour out"), the spelling with s 
should be considered secondary on the strength of * siipfrib ("shower"), 
spelled with (original) s (cf. Blau, l 970a, p. 123). The meaning of Hebrew 
idd ("to harrow") can hardly be connected with Arabic sdd ("to be 
right"), nor can Hebrew slide ("field") be connected with Arabic sdw ("to 
extend," especially hand). Expressions like laylun musaddan ("extended 
night," see Dozy [1881, s.v.]) are rare and, it seems, secondary. Arabic 
sikkin, corresponding to Hebrew .fokki"n, is an Aramaic loan word (see 
Fraenkel, 1886, p. 84). Hebrew skk alternates with skk, Arabic skk cor
responding to the latter, fkk to the former (cf. also Blau, 1970a, p. 116). 
As to Hebrew .famamit ("a kind of lizard"), it is dubious whether it can 
be connected with Arabic samm ("poison").x9 

3.3.3 

Magnanini also attempts to show the late character of Hebrews by 

87. In Biblical Hebrew rps and rps alternate. It stands to reason that the§ is original and 
the s due to the impact of rms: see Blau (1970a, p. 122), following Barth and Fraenkel (see 
Blau, I 970a, note 39). 

1'18. For the possibility of Arabic i. rather than s, corresponding to the .<i in this word see 
e.g .. the literature cited in Brockelmann ( 1928, s. v. 1 sbr ), and cf. also. Ginzberg ( 1934) and 
Wagner ( 1966, p. 108). Personally, I would vote for dialectal Arabic ibr ("to look") as the 
most likely correspondence for Hebrew sbr. Cf. also Landberg ( 1920-42, s.v ., fbr) and 
further Classical ibr ("to measure by span"), admittedly a denominative verb, wrongly con
nected with Hebrew sbr by Magnanini (see infra Section 3.3.3, end). 

89. And even if so, one must not lose sight of the fact that the latter is an Aramaic loan 
word, as surmised, because of the inconsistency of its vowel, by Fraenkel (l 886, p. 262). For 
the problem of samm cf. also Blau (1970a, pp. 119-120). 
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the alleged correspondence of Arabic s with Hebrews, rather than with i. 
As mentioned in 3.3 above, however, among Magnanini's examples there 
is only one really convincing case, viz. Hebrew and Arabic swq ("to 
desire"). In eleven other cases the correspondence is possible, but by no 
means necessary. Again, the basis of the deviant correspondence is so 
narrow that one would not, on the strength of it, jump to the conclusion 
that the sound correspondence Arabic s-Hebrew sis not regular. The 
cases are: 'fr, compared by Magnanini with Arabic 'fr. though it may 
correspond to Arabic ysr, 90 exhibiting regular sound correspondence; 
*IJairti/biiserii (see also Kutscher, 1957, p. 252, but cf. note 81 ubove); 
bii.i'as ("chaff"), not necessarily corresponding to Arabic basis. but rather 
to l)uOO (see Gesenius-Buhl, 1915, s.v.); ns1 possibly matched by Arabic 
nsl, rather than by ns/; 91 Arabic nts, which according to Magnanini cor
responds to Hebrew nts, 92 is, in my opinion, best interpreted as reflecting 
alternation of the third radical of roots beginning with nt, as exhibited by 
Hebrew nti, nts. nts, nt', ultimately originating in PS nts (cf. also Wagner, 
1966, p. 85); similarly Arabic 'qi, allegedly matched by Hebrew 'qi, 
presumably exhibits alternation of the third radical of roots begin
ning with 'q (cf. Syriac 'qs, Arabic 'qs: for possible additional cases, see 
Gesenius, 1835ff, s.v.; Muhlau-Volck, 1890, s.v. 'qb), ultimately going 
back to PS 'qs, which may be reflected by Syriac 'qs as well (pace 
Brockelmann, 1928, s.v.); pws/pys; qrs; fbb; 93 swf; sorer. 

In the following cases, the exceptional sound correspondence Hebrew 
s-Arabic s (which, by the way, is not always certain) is, it seems, due to 
the dissimilatory effect of an additional sibilant in the Arabic root (for 
particulars cf. infra Section 4.3): szr; ibs: iemes; iemei; isp. In other 
cases, the assumption of Arabic s corresponding to Hebrew sis, in my 
opinion, much likelier than Arabic s: a clear mistake is that Hebrew bbi is 
matched by Arabic hbS, since its Arabic correspondence is, no doubt, hbs; 
Hebrew l,nvs ("to feel")94 corresponds to Arabic l)ss in the same sense; 

90. For the alternation of · and y as first radical see, e.g., Noldeke's masterly paper 
(1910, pp. 202-206), where the alternation of initial w/y is treated as well. 

91. Cf. also Arabic sll corresponding to Hebrew ill ("to draw out"). Arabic nil was even 
considered by Fraenkel (1886, p. 88) an Aramaic loan, yet his arguments are not convinc
ing. By no means would one interpret the §of n§/ as being due to an ad hoc dissimilation 
(pace Brockelmann, 1908-13, I, p. 167; cf. also Landberg, 1920-42, s.v.). 

92. According to Fraenkel ( 1886, p. 137), Arabic nt§ is an Aramaic loan, a somewhat 
unlikely supposition in the light of the existence of Ge'ez nit with metathesis. 

93. Besides the biblical dictionaries see also Fraenkel (1898, pp. 80-81), Koehler
Baumgartner (1953, Aramaic part, s.v. fabtb), Wagner (1966, pp. lll-:12). Cf. also 
Beeston (1951, p. 11). 

94. I assume that Magnanini had this meaning of IJw§ in mind, since the meanings ad-
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Hebrew ne/:titil exhibits formal and semantic similarity not only with 
Arabic l:til/bil. as proposed by Magnanini, but also with /:tsl/bsl (and 
even with /:tO/); Hebrew r's is matched not only by Arabic r's. but also by 
Arabic r's (which is, admittedly, less frequent); Hebrew iibbO/et ('"ear of 
grain") must not be derived from Arabic ibl ("to grow"), since the latter 
is clearly a denominative from fib/ ("whelp"). Although Arabic sunbula 
("ear of grain") may well be an Aramaic loan (see Jeffery, 1938, pp. 
178-179), the Arabic correspondence of Hebrew ibl seems to be sbl (see 
the biblical dictionaries); for Hebrew ieger ("offspring") cf. the literature 
adduced by Gesenius-Buhl (1915, s.v.), and especially Fraenkel (1886, p. 
114, note I). Besides, one has to take the possibility into consideration 
that ieger denotes "womb" rather than "offspring" (see Feigin, 1926, p. 
44); as to Hebrew s(IJ, according to ibn Sida (cited in Landberg, 1901, p. 
388), Arabic s/:t/ has to be preferred to Arabic s(l/ (see also Landberg, 
1920-42 s.vv. s/:tf, il:tt: Beeston, 1951, p. 11); Arabic iJfis not the genuine 
correspondence of Hebrew i/p. but rather an Aramaic loan, 95 as also 
hinted by its restricted dialectal attestation (see Barthelemy, 1935ff, s.v.; 
further Almkvist, 1925, p. 57, note l ). On the other hand, Arabic sff (see 
the literature adduced in Gesenius-Buhl, 1915, s.v. i/p), whichprimafacie 
may reflect the genuine correspondence of Hebrew ffp, is very restricted 
as well and may reflect a loan word adapted to Arabic;96 Hebrew frg 
simply does not exist. 

In other cases it is Arabic 8, rather than alleged i, that corresponds to 
Hebrew i: Arabic qaiS, com;sponding to Hebrew qai ("chaff"), is an 
Aramaic loan (see Fraenkel, 1886, p. 137), and if one insists that Hebrew 
qii ("to gather") is related to an Arabic verb in the sense of collecting, 
rather than being a denominative verb from qai, meaning "to gather 
stubble" (qif in Zeph 2: l is obscure), one would prefer to connect it with 
Arabic qOO; Hebrew /:tri does not correspond to Arabic bri nor to bri, but 
to /:trO; Hebrew 'Si ("to be wasted away"), if it is related to an Arabic verb 

duced "to have fear, be shaken, agitated" (cf. Syriac bss, "feeling, pain, agitation") fit 
homonymous bwi ("to haste") less well. bwi ("to haste") reflects PS I as well, as 
demonstrated by its Ugaritic parallel. Accordingly, it must not be connected with Arabic 
/:1811. pace Barth, cited, e.g., by Gesenius-Buhl (1915, s.v.). 

95. For its occurrence in (Jewish and Samaritan) Aramaic see Ben-l:layyim (1957ff, II, 
p. 477a). 

96. For such adaptations cf. Blau (1970a, pp. 101-102). l have also played with the idea 
of regarding ffp as iaf'el of /pp. from which also Hebrew n/p ("to drop, drip") is derived; cf. 
also Ben-Yehuda (1948ff, p. 7056, note I). 
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denoting "to be lean," one would rather choose gfHJ. and not '§.( for it; 
Hebrew siipiin corresponds to PS Opn. as proved by the Sberi9

c word 
Oufun;"' Hebrew §qi corresponds to Arabic {}qi since Arabic s'ql is an 
Aramaic loan (see Fraenkel. 1886, p. 197); for syn cf. above note 84. 

In the following cases, although no clear Arabic correspondences to 
the Hebrew roots can be suggested, it is clear that Magnanini's proposals, 
exhibiting Arabic §as against Hebrew f. are not sound: Hebrew l;ls ("to 
defeat"), presumably originally "to weaken," since it also has the 
meaning "to be weak," has been connected by Magnanini (so also 
alternatively by Zorell, 1949ff, s.v.) with Arabic bl.f("to mow"). Yet the 
Arabic word is dialectal, 99 and the difference in meaning together with 
the marginal attestation of the Arabic word (without mentioning the 
irregular sound corresondence, since this would imply petitio principii) 
makes any connection rather unlikely. 100 Hebrew /:lsk ("to be, grow 
dark") allegedly corresponds to Arabic Mk ("to be filled"), yet "to be 
filled" originally refers to the udder, being derived from l;ifak ("a piece of 
wood preventing a kid from sucking the udder"), related to Hebrew l;ik 
("withhold") (see, e.g., Gesenius-Buhl, 1915; Koehler-Baumgartner, 
1967ff, s.v. l;ik; Brockelmann, 1928, s.v. l;sk). Hebrew 'n§ ("to punish") 
must not be connected with Arabic 'ns. since the latter does not denote 
"to torture" (pace Magnanini), which, incidentally, does not match 
either, but rather "to seize the neck of the enemy in fighting," which, in 
my opinion, fits even less. Hebrew rl;S is connected with Arabic rbs; yet 
the Arabic verb, quite a marginal one, is suspect of being an Aramaic 
Joan. 101 Hebrew r§m must not be compared with Arabic rsm, as proposed 

97. Fresnel (1838a, p. 514, note I) calls this language "Ehhkili," i.e., Ebkili, which he 
spells in Arabic with b. This language (see Fresnel, l838b, p. 79, note 2 and Maltzan, 1873, 
p. 225) was dubbed Sbauri by the Austrian expedition, and is called Sberi by Johnstone 
(1970, p. 296; 1972, p. l, note I; 1975, pp. 2-3). 

98. See Fresnel ( 1838a, p. 514, note I). For Proto-Sinaitic cf. Albright ( 1948, p. 21, note 
71). 

99. As expressly noted by Zorell (1949fl). See, e.g., Dozy (1881), Hava (1899), Wahr
mund (1876), Barthelemy (1935ff). Denizeau (1960), Landberg (1920-42), s.v. 

I 00. I am playing with the thought of deriving this dialectal bff from Aramaic ilb ("to 
strip off'). For the metathesis postulated cf. Christian Palestinian Aramaic b/.f. For the 
semantic shift (Arabic bli denotes also "to pull out"): Hebrew bis. qal-"to draw off (a san
dal)"; pi'el-"to pull out (stones)"; ni/-"to slip off (iron); draw off (sandal)"; il/-"to 
draw out (sheaves); spoil, plunder"; §/p-"to draw off (sandal)," related to Arabic slb ("to 
plunder, take off [garment]"). Cf. also Neo-Syriac ilb ("to be naked, lose hair"). (Arabic bli 
also denotes "to pull out beard," see Dozy, 1881, s.v.). 

101. See Brockelmann (1928, s.v. rb§); cf. also Landberg (1920-42, p. 1219, note 1). By 
the way, Barth (1893, p. 48) connected Aramaic rb§with Arabic rs1;. without knowing that 
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by Magnanini, not even with rsm (though exhibiting regular sound 
correspondenc>!), since both, in all likelihood, are Aramaic loans (see 
Fraenkel, 1886, pp. 137, 250), the latter, in all likelihood, due to 
adaptation to Arabic (see above note 96). Hebrew f'p ("to gasp, pant 
after, be eager for," perhaps also "to persecute") can hardly be compared 
with Arabic i'f ("to be afraid, to hate"), because of the semantic gap 
separating the latter even from the (uncertain) sense "to persecute," nor 
can Hebrew ib/:t ("to praise") be compared with Arabic ibb ("to extend 
[hands]"), which is by no means special to prayer. Hebrew iabea', 
compared with Arabic sabta. is, it seems, due to printer's error. 
Magnanini compares Arabic ibr ("to measure") with Hebrew sbr, having 
possibly "to buy grain" in mind. The gap in meaning, however, makes 
this assumption quite unlikely; moreover, Arabic ibr may perhaps be 
related to Hebrew sbr (see above note 88). Hebrew sl/:l ("to send") must 
not be compared with Arabic sl/:l ("to throw off," also "to strip off"), 
because the Arabic verb is an Aramaic loan. 102 Arabic smr does not 
exhibit meanings which could possibly be connected with Hebrew smr. 
Hebrew §p' must not be related to Arabic if', because the latter has the 
basic meaning "to join," from which all the other meanings are derived. 
Barth's proposal ( 1902, p. 51) to connect Hebrew ip' with Arabic sbg is 
very attractive; it is not easy to justify the comparison of Hebrew · esniib 
("window") with Arabic inb ("to be cold"), despite Zorell (1949ff, s.v.). 

3.3.4 

Magnanini also adduces cases of irregular Arabic correspondence to 
Hebrew s, viz. Arabic i. The current, and, in my opinion, correct view is 
that in these cases the spelling withs is late and arose after the originals 
had merged withs (cf. Blau, J970a, pp. l 14fl). We have already men
tioned (in 3.3. J) cases of the spelling with the original s still attested 
alongside the later s. We shall now cite three other cases, in which the 
only attested spelling is withs, so that, primafacie. one could be more in-

ibn Janiib ( 1873-75, s.v., r(1s') proposed the same for Hebrew rb§. In my opinion, however, 
Fraenkel (1898, p. 80) was right in opposing Barth's (and, one may add, ibn Janiib's) 
proposal, since it combines two irregularities, i.e., exceptional sound correspondence and 
metathesis. 

102. Even Firuzabadi in his Qiim!ls dubs it sawiidi; cf., e.g., Feghali ( 1920, pp. 241, 246). 
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dined to consider an irregular sound correspondence Hebrews-Arabic 
§possible: Magnanini ingeniously connects Hebrew nissii ("to try") with 
Arabic nfw ("to smell"); yet despite the ingenuity of this proposal I doubt 
its validity, even without taking the irregular sound correspondence into 
account: in Classical Arabic, at least, this meaning developed in a quite 
different direction, viz. "to get dizzy (from wine), to get wind (of news)," 
and just as in Hebrew the meaning of "smelling" is totally absent, so too 
in Classical Arabic is that of "trying" absent. Hebrew rss and Arabic r§.'i, 
in fact, match in both form and meaning. Yet the possibility obtains that 
they are unrelated onomatopoetic words (see Blau, 1970a, p. 115). The 
third word is s:>tiiw ("winter"), which, however, is spelled in Old Aramaic 
with i and, therefore, its Hebrew spelling (hapax legomenon!) has, by 
necessity, to be regarded as late (cf. Blau, l970a, p. 115). 

In other cases, the alleged correspondence of Arabic s to Hebrews is 
quite unlikely because of the gap of meaning: Arabic bin ("to be rough, 
hard, coarse"; so also Brown et al., 1907, s.v.) fits Hebrew /:liison 

("strong") much less than Arabic hsn ("to be unaccessible", see e.g .. 
Gesenius-Buhl, 1915; Brockelmann, 1928, s.v.). Arabic kSm has only the 
meaning of "to cut off the nose," which matches Hebrew ksm ("to shear, 
clip") fairly well. Nevertheless, in the light of many alternating forms, as 
Hebrew and Arabic gzm. Middle Hebrew and Arabic gdm, Arabicjil'm. 
Arabic and Hebrew qsm, one would rather refrain from positing irregular 
sound correspondence. Hebrew sbp denotes "to prostrate, wash away," 
whereas Arabic .1"/.ifdesignates "to skin"; a connection between the two is 
possible, but by no means convincing. Although Arabic sifl is an 
Aramaic loan (see Fraenkel, 1886, pp. 67-68), no Arabic safal exists 
(pace Magnanini) to match Hebrew sepel. The alleged connection 
between Hebrew sam ("spice") and Arabic samma ("to smell") is quite 
intricate (see Blau, I 970a, pp. 119-120), and it becomes even more opa
que if one connects it with i:>miimfr (see 3.3.2 above and note 89). I have 
not found any meaning like "to shed, dilate" for Arabic srb. and, 
therefore, it does not fit Hebrew srb ("to overhang, expand"). We have 
already seen in 3.3.3 above that Arabic '§§("to be lean") does not fit 
Hebrew '§§("to be wasted away"); by no means does it match Hebrew 'ss 

("to press"), not only because of the difference in meaning, but also since 
Arabic · ss ("to press," · i' tassa, "to press the udder of a camel," see Fir u
zabadi's Qamus, s. v.) is attested, exhibiting the regular sound shift. 

In other cases too, one would prefer to postulate regular, rather than 
irregular, sound correspondence: Arabic bms ("to irritate'') may be com-
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pared with Hebrew flms ("to treat violently"); accordingly; there is no 
reason to prefer Arabic bms ("to maltreat, offend"), even bms ("to slap, 
cut off"). Nor would one prefer to compare Arabic Ml. which is only an 
alternative form of (Isl, with Hebrew bsl, and therefore, one would not 
connect the Hebrew word with Arabic Ml either. Hebrew ksb ("to cut 
away") fits Arabic ks/:l (generally, "to sweep away, remove," also used in 
connection with thorns-kasa/:la iawka-i-sajarati, "he removed the thorn 
of the tree"), but not ks1), which denotes "to drive away," rather than "to 
peel." I would prefer to connect Hebrew mss (and also msy) with Arabic 
tamiisd ("to be melted"; see Saadya 's translation of Exod 16:21 ), rather 
than with mii. I do not understand why Magnanini compares Arabic rin 
("to put the hand in the vessel") with Hebrew resen ("halter"), rather 
than Arabic rasan ("halter"), for which cf. Fraenkel (1886, pp. 100-101), 
Landberg (1920-42, s.v.). No Hebrew sn' ("to hate") exists, the regular 
correspondence of Arabic sn' being always Hebrew in'. 

As these examples demonstrate, the sound correspondences of the 
Hebrew sibilants are almost always regular, a few only exhibit possible ir
regularity, and in even fewer (perhaps only in t~suqti) is irregular sound 
correspondence really likely. 

4. Critical Analysis of Diem ( 1974) 

In a very closely reasoned article, Diem (1974), following others, 103 

claims that in Biblical Hebrew (i.e., in the dialect of Jerusalem), i, the PS 
character of which he admits, had shifted to i, to change afterwards to s 
through the interference of Aramaic. Kutscher's arguments against Gar
bini's similar views were well known to Diem ( 1974, p. 246). Kutscher 
( 1965, pp. 40ff) called attention to the existence of many Hebrew roots 
spelled with i without parallels in Aramaic. Why, then, he asked, on good 
grounds in my opinion, did the Masoretes read w as s in these cases, for 
many of which it can be demonstrated by comparison with other Semitic 
languages that the w does not correspond to PS s? Against this argument 
Diem suggests that it is of little consequence if no Aramaic parallel is 
known for this or that Hebrew word, since the vocabulary of Aramaic, 
especially of Official Aramaic, is attested to a small extent only. The 

103. He quotes (p. 224, especially notes l l and 13) G. Garbim and K. Beyer. Similar 
arguments have already been adduced by Tur-Sinai in his remarks Lo Ben-Yehuda 
( 1948ff, p. 6777b). 
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absence of attestations need not indicate that Aramaic in fact lacked 
these words. Diem analyzes five words adduced by Kutscher (1965), ap· 
parently at random, as words lacking Aramaic parallels and claims that 
four of them have Aramaic parallels indeed. Diem, however, did not take 
into account one decisive factor, viz. that of frequency. According to 
Diem's theory, bilingual Jews, speaking both Hebrew and Aramaic, 104 

identified Hebrew words containing original f, already pronounced ass, 
with the parallel Aramaic ones and started pronouncing them in an 
Aramaic way, substituting s for original§, because of the higher prestige 
of Aramaic. Yet the influence of an Aramaic word could not make itself 
felt unless it was frequent enough to influence the parallel Hebrew word. 
If the Hebrew word was much more frequent, the influence of Aramaic 
was, for all practical purposes, excluded. Thus for instance, despite the 
occurrence of an Aramaic parallel to Hebrew fimlii ("garment") in the 
Aramaic Uruk text, it is very difficult to conceive that this rare Aramaic 
word could have influenced the pronunciation of the frequent Hebrew 
one. Even less conceivable is Aramaic influence on Hebrew lm/:I ( .. to re
joice"), even if it is related to Syriac sm/:I ("to send out rays"). In this case, 
a real difference obtains in both meaning ("to rejoice" as against "to send 
rays") and form (Hebrew §, allegedly pronounced.( as against Aramaic 
s; the latter, at most, should have changed the Hebrew sibilant to s. and 
the existence of Hebrew sm/:I, "to grow," should not have prevented this 
change). Therefore, in this case at least, the assumption of Aramaic in
fluence is altogether impossible. Moreover, as ill luck would have it, in 
the Hebrew original of Kutscher (1965), viz. foionenu 29:119 (1964-65), 
Kutscher cited another example, which, apparently by oversight, has 
been omitted from the English translation: fade ("field"). This extraor
dinarily frequent Hebrew word is altogether absent from Aramaic, and 
even if it should eventually be detected in an Aramaic text, the high fre
quency of the Hebrew word as against the Aramaic one (which has not 
yet been detected and perhaps never will!) rules out the possibility of any 
Aramaic influence on the pronunciation of the Hebrew word. And fade is 
not the only word of this kind. Even more conspicuous is the case of 'iilti 
("to do, make"), which is so frequent in the Hebraic group of languages 
and characteristic of them that Ginsberg ( 1970, p. 11 l) considered it "the 
simplest mark by which this group may be distinguished both from other 

104. For the possibility, tentatively suggested by Diem (1974, p. 245) that the pronun
ciation of i ass came into being after Hebrew had already become a dead language, see infra 
4.5. 
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Canaanite ones and from the rest of the Semitic languages." Even if, by 
some chance, this verb should be detected in an Aramaic dialect, it is 
quite inconceivable that the Aramaic verb with such low frequency 
should have influenced such a frequent Hebrew verb. Accordingly, 
Diem's hypothesis cannot account for the occurrence of many con
spicuous Hebrew words containing s (i.e., spelled with tu and pronounced 
s). Therefore, by necessity one should concur with the accepted view that 
Hebrew s, corresponding to other Semitic languages in a way often dif
ferent from the reflection of Hebrew§ ands, has to be considered genuine 
and that its pronunciation as s arose without Aramaic influence. 

4.1 Hebrew Words with Sibilants Differing from Aramaic 

That the pronunciation of the Hebrew sibilants is not due to the im
pact of Aramaic is also hinted by s~·ariim ("they were acquainted with 
them") in Deut 32: 17, the s of which is established by Arabic §a'ara ("to 
perceive"); if there had been Aramaic influence one would have expected 
* fa'ariim, in the light of the frequent Aramaic §a' er ("to estimate") (cf. in 
Hebrew, Prov 23:7), which could have been easily adapted to the 
Deuteronomic passage (in the sense of "to calculate"). Or why should 
obscure nisqad. Lam I: 14, be spelled with s. despite the existence of the 
frequent Hebrew §qd ("to watch")?! By necessity, we have to postulate 
the existence of a (genuine) tradition which made the Masoretes establish 
i, rather than §, in these cases. 

There exist other indications as well which contravene the assumption 
of far-reaching Aramaic influence on the pronunciation of Hebrew 
sibilants. There exists at least one clear-cut case of Hebrews in a word in
fluenced by Aramaic corresponding to Aramaic§: Noldeke (19!0, p. 37, 
note 3) has made a very good case for Hebrew kns being a homonymic 
verb. Genuine Hebrew kns, denoting "to enter," very frequent in Middle 
Hebrew in nif'al. occurs in Isa 28:20 w~hammassekii $iirii bhitkannes 
("and the covering is [too] narrow, when one enters it") and mikn~se 
("trousers") is derived from it. In late Biblical Hebrew 105 and in Middle 
Hebrew, this root was attracted by Aramaic kn§ ("to collect"), and kns 
acquired the meaning of "to collect." So in this case not only was 

105. See, e.g, Gesenius-Buhl (1915, s.v. II kns); Noldeke (1910) mentions Middle 
Hebrew only. 
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Aramaic not powerful enough to make Hebrew kns be pronounced kns, 
but Hebrew imposed upon "to collect" the pronunciation withs, because 
of the existing Hebrew root, rather than kn§ as in Aramaic. 100 

In this connection, it is worthwhile to call attention to obscure .ftm 
(Num 24:3, IS) which, in the light of Diem's thesis, one would have ex
pected to exhibit .S through the influence of Aramaic stm (see Jastrow, 
1903, s.v.), sfm (see Brockelmann, 1928, s.v.), sdm (see Drower-Macuch, 
1963, s.v.) ("to stop up"), the more so since Hebrew .Stm is attested (see 
Blau, l 970a, p. 121, note 35). Accordingly, one would discard the theory 
of decisive Aramaic influence on the pronunciation of Hebrew sibilants. 

4.2 

Accordingly, we cannot accept Diem's main thesis that it was through 
Aramaic influence that, in some cases, 1V came to be pronour;ced as s. 
Now we shall proceed to analyze some of his quite impressive collateral 
proofs in a somewhat different light. 

4.3 Irregular Sound Correspondences of Hebrew s 

Diem ( 1974, pp. 246-247) calls attention to the existence of Hebrew i, 
where, according to its correspondences with other Semitic languages, 
one would rather have expected s. These cases, in Diem's opinion, have 
to be interpreted as exhibiting original s. Yet because of the want of 
Aramaic parallels, s, which in genuine Hebrew, in Diem's opinion, had 
superseded .S, had been left and not changed to s. Diem himself (pp. 
246-247, note 120) felt the weakness of his position, since in these cases 
he accepted the argumentum ex silentio of the absence of Aramaic paral
lels, yet not in the case of Hebrew .S. More important, however, in our 
opinion, is the uncertain and marginal character of this .f. In the wake of 
Yahuda ( 1903, especialy pp. 707ff), Diem adduces eight words allegedly 
exhibiting s, where one would have expected s, five of which, however, 
exhibit another sibilant alongside 5, so that the deviation from regular 

106. It is interesting to note that in Codex Kaufmann ni/sn;JSii ("she entered") is spelled 
withs (and final 'alep), presumably through the inlluence of Aramaic kns: see Blau (1970a. 
p. 25). -
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sound correspondence may well be due to dissimilation. 107 As to the 
remaining three words, the etymology of Hebrew niibiii ("snake") is by 
no means clear, cf., e.g., N6ldeke (1904, p. 133, note 4) or Fraenkel ( 1898, 
p. 80); Hebrew iuppu ("they have become lean") may be connected, to be 
sure, with Arabic §ff ("to be transparent"), yet the meeting of two devia
tions, viz. Hebrew i corresponding to Arabic i, and a Hebrew 11/y verb to 
an Arabic media geminata, makes one cautious. One would altogether 
discard Yahuda 's interpretation ofSdlubOt ("shoots, branches"), Isa 16:8, 
since it may easily be derived from .Sib ("to send"), cf. Ps 80: 12 ldlallab 
qdsfrehii 'ad yam ("she sent her boughs unto the sea"), Jer 17:8 w:)'al 
yubal y:)sallab .fora.Saw ("and it sends out its roots by the river"). (See the 
biblical dictionaries s.v., who, justly in our opinion, did not even care to 
quote Yahuda on this passage.) It would have been more expedient to 
quote a deviant correspondence like Hebrew l:)Si'Jqii ("longing") = 
Arabic iawq, in exactly the same meaning and usage (see 3.3 above and 
note 82). Yet the marginal existence of such deviant correspondence does 
not prove anything. One must not forget that exceptional cor
respondences have been claimed also, e.g., for Aramaic s, as for Aramaic 
n:)laq = Hebrew niiiaq, if it is really related to Arabic naiaqa ("to smell") 
(see, e.g., Barth, 1893, pp. 46-47; Fraenkel, 1898, pp. 79-80; Barth, 1902, 
p. 58); Aramaic rib§ii ("reptile"), if it really corresponds to Arabic rdiib 
(see Barth, 1893, p. 48; Fraenkel, 1898, p. 80; Barth 1902, p. 58); Aramaic 
neibii ("net"), if related to Arabic naiiba ("to stick") (see F raenkel, 1886, 
p. 120; Barth, 189 3, p. 50). Although this exceptional correspondence 
(Aramaic i-Arabic s) is not less established than Hebrew I-Arabic i, it 
cannot be inferred from it that Aramaic or Arabic ihave come into being 
through foreign influence. Weak phonetic change is well attested in 
Semitic languages (cf. Section I), accordingly, nothing can be inferred 
from marginal deviations in sound correspondence for Hebrew i either. 

107. For such dissimilations cf. the literature adduced by Gesenius-Buhl (1915, s.vv. 
semei, id); Koehler-Baumgartner (1953, Aramaic part, s.v . . famai). Yahuda ( 1903, pp. 
708-709, note l) also cites Hebrew isp = Arabic §sf On the other hand, Hebrew J:uiia§ = 
Arabic }Ja§i§ (p. 708), cf. also supra 3.3.3, does not exhibit di~~imilation, since in roots mediae 
geminatae this feature does not occur. Other cases exhibiting dissimilations are: Hebrew §zr 
= Arabic izr (see the literature adduced in Blau, 1975, p. 28, notes, 8, 9); Hebrew §i)z = 
Arabic §}JG. That Diem did not pay attention to the possibility of dissimilation is more sur
prising, since Yahuda (p. 708) expressly mentioned the occurrence Of two sibilants in the 
words adduced by him. 
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4.4 The Shift 0 > s in the Neo-Aramaic dialect of Lower Tiyari 

One of the main reasons for Diem's refusal to accept the shift 0 > i at 
face value while positing rather (J > i > i(and later, through Aramaic in
terference, i > s in some of its occurrences), is his assumption that 0 does 
not shift to i if another sibilant without a kettle sound ("Kessel
gerausch ")exists (Diem, 1974, pp. 225-226, p. 247). Yet the shift 0 > i is 
attested under these circumstances in at least one living, though admitted
ly quite marginal, Semitic tongue, which, however, suffices to prove the 
possibility of this shift. In the Neo-Aramaic dialect of Lower Tiyarl, for 
which, to be sure, no well-established texts exist, what was once the 
spirant allophone oft, viz. 0, under conditions which still have to be es
tablished, has shifted to i. Noldeke (1896, p. 303) has correctly con
sidered this to be probably the same sound shift that changed PS 0 in 
Hebrew and Akkadian into i. 108 

4.4.l 

In his endeavor to refute the possibility of the shift 0 > s (if another 
sibilant without kettle sound exists), Diem (1974, pp. 247ff) has collected 
important material for the shift (J > s 109 and 0 > i. Yet one must not lose 
sight of the fact that the only shift of() attested by Diem in living dialects 
is to s, whereas its shift to i (which is necessary for Diem's theory, see 4.4 
above) is based only on Diem's reconstruction of Hebrew, Proto-Sinaitic 
and, relying on D. 0. Edzard, of Akkadian. Therefore, prima fade. one 
should not exclude the shift 0 > i (even if it were not attested, see 4.4 
above) more than 0 > i, the more so, since PS i was, it seems, a lateral 
sound (Steiner, forthcoming). As to Egyptian transcriptions, despite the 
sound proofs adduced by Diem (pp. 230ff) that they distinguish between 
i and i/O (by the way, also betweens and the other sibilants) one can only 
infer from them that for the Egyptian ear i and fJ seemed to be close; they 
do not, however, prove that (J had, in fact, shifted to S. Moreover, Aro 

108. Cf. also Maclean (1901, p. X), Lidzbarski (1894, pp. 226, 236-237), Noldeke (1868, 
p. 46), further Stoddard (1855, p. 75), Maclean (1895, p. 338). 

!09. In passing, I would like to add that in the Arabic dialect of Daragoz(i as well,() has 
shifted to s. see Jastrow (1973, p. 15). 
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( 1959, p. 323, note I), despite Diem's qualifications (p. 247, note 122), has 
made very sound observations on the possible different phonetic 
character of Semitics, which, in my opinion, well explain the shift 8 > §. 

He calls attention to the series of unvoiced non-emphatic sibilants in 
Semitic consisting of three members (s, s, s}, as against the single voiced z. 
He surmises therefore, that Semitic s was especially "sharp" and, accord
ingly, unsuitable for serving as the sibilant counterpart of 8. In Aro's opi
nion, for languages that had only one unvoiced sibilant, like Hittite and 
Greek, it was Old Semitic§ that was felt as the closest correspondence to 
their sibilant(s) and therefore the Hittites spelled theirs with Akkadian § 

and the Greeks accepted ifn as the sign of their sigma. 110 In this connec
tion, it is not without interest to remember 111 that early Arabic transcrip
tions from Spanish invariably transcribe the Spanish s by Arabic s. It 
seems that the Spanish s was apico-alveolar. Therefore, the Arabic ear 
identified it with Arabic i, and Arabic s with Spanish z, 1-· (a predorsoden
tal affricate). This transcription cautions us not to jump to conclusions 
on the strength of transcriptions, and this also applies to the transcrip
tions utilized by Garbini (1971). Thus, in our opinion (pace Diem, 1974, 
pp. 247-248, following Edzard), the use of Old Akkadian i to mark PS 8 
does not prove that (} shifted to i in Old Akkadian, since PS s is also 
marked in Old Akkadian bys (see Aro, 1959, p. 328). Accordingly, Old 
Akkadian s for PS(} may reflect 8 > s as well, and, in the light of later Ak
kadian, this is not unlikely. 

4.4.2 

In our opinion, Diem has not taken into consideration the admittedly 
few texts written in an Ugaritic alphabet of approximately 22 letters, 
which, inter alia, reflect the graphemic development s/O > 8 (see Green
field, 1969, who adduced additional literature, p. 96, note 20). In all 
probability, this has to imply that, in the language reflected by these 
texts, PS s, s. and 8 coincided in §. One could, to be sure, imagine a 
starting point different from the language reflected by the majority of 

110. Yet one must not lose sight of the fact that the situation in Greek was rather com· 
plicated (cf. the use of san in some Greek dialects); see, e.g., Jeffery ( 1961, pp. 27ff). Cf. also 
Noldeke (1904, pp. 125-126). At any rate one would not consent to Garbini's opinion 
(l 971, p. 37), that Greek sigma demonstrates that Northwest-Semitic§ was pronounced s. 

111. See, e.g., Fischer (1917, p. 50), Steiger (1932, pp. 200ff, especially p. 202). 
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Ugaritic texts (in which i and i have become one sound) and claim that 
the development was rather: 

Stage I f, i, (J 

Stage II i, i (since (J > s), i.e. different from the majority of Ugaritic 
texts 

Stage III i (since i > s). 

This, however, in light of the majority of U garitic texts, is less likely than 
to assume: 

Stage I i, i, (J 

Stage II i, 0, (since i > s') as also reflected by the majority of Ugaritic 
texts, i.e., at this stage, all the Ugaritic texts still reflected a 
common lingual type 

Stage III i (since (J > i in the minority of texts). 

Greenfield (1969, p. 96, note 18), on the strength of the evidence from 
Hittite and Hurrian (and perhaps also Akkadian) words and names, even 
suggested that in Ugaritic also, as exhibited by the majority of texts, (J 

was only a historical spelling, since (J had already phonetically merged 
with i. At any rate, at least some Ugaritic texts seem to reflect the sound shift 
(J > i, contrary to Diem's thesis, and the mere fact that in Akkadian 
transcriptions§ marks Ugaritic 0, 112 indicates that i was not phonetically 
as far from (J as Diem wants us to believe. 

4.5 Hebrew i Could Not Shift to s through Aramaic Influence 

Diem (1974, p. 245) mentions the possibility that Hebrew i. then still 
pronounced i, shifted, under Aramaic influence, to s after Hebrew had 
already become a dead language. In my opinion, however, this assump
tion is almost inconceivable. It implies that Hebrew, a dead language of 
great prestige, serving as the sacred tongue of the synagogue, was so 
much influenced by the spoken vernacular, viz. Aramaic, that in the syn-

112. Though one must not overemphasize the importance of these transcriptions either. 
Rainey (1971, p. 156), at any rate, considers it a mechanical transcription. 
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agogal reading the letter tu was overdifferentiated and, in cases in which 
it corresponded to Aramaic s, was no longer pronounced i, but rather s. 
No similar cases are known to me from Jews having Arabic as their 
mother tongue, also a closely related Semitic language (though admitted
ly, Aramaic is even more closely related), and it is not due to chance that 
Diem could only adduce one allegedly similar case, in which people with 
Arabic as their mother tongue learning Syriac, pronounce dahba as 
dahabd, 6ahabd and lJahbd thus restoring either an omitted vowel or lJ (or 
both) in the wake of Arabic 6ahab. Yet the resemblance of these cases is 
deceptive. The introduction of (synchronically) wrong vowels, through 
the influence of Arabic, into unvocalized Syriac is simply due to lack of 
knowledge. And as to the pronunciation of d as lJ, one must not lose sight 
of the fact that in Syriac these consonants are allophones. He who learns 
Syriac is taught, according to certain rules, to pronounce the letter d 
sometimes as d and sometimes as o. In a case like ours he may, under the 
impact of his mother tongue, pronounce lJ contrary to the rules. Quite 
different is the case of Hebrew tu. Diem claims that the letter tu, which, in 
his opinion, should in genuine Hebrew always be pronounced i, was 
overdifferentiated under the influence of the Aramaic mother tongue, 
and, in reading, was sometimes correctly pronounced i, yet in other cases 
s. This would exhibit a real overdifferentiation of the reading of a letter in 
a dead language, whereas in the case of Syriac d/ 6, the double reading is a 
part of the system of the dead language, yet it was wrongly applied 
through the influence of the mother tongue. 

The assumption that Hebrew was already a dead language when it un
derwent the alleged (partial) shift i >sunder the influence of Aramaic is 
impossible to accept for historical reasons as well. Even if one discards 
the spelling of words containing original s withs in the masoretic text as 
late changes (although this seems quite unlikely), this spelling is attested 
in the Dead Sea Scrolls from the first century B.C.E., and since the Bar 
Kosiba letters written in Middle Hebrew prove that Hebrew continued to 
be a living tongue until the Bar Kosiba revolt ( 132-35 C.E.) by necessity 
the alleged shift i > s, if it occurred at all, took place when Hebrew was 
still a living tongue. 

4.6 "The iibbolet Incident" 

Diem ( 1974, pp. 242-243) accepted Speiser's interpretation ( 1942) of 
the iibbOlet incident, viz. that in the dialect of Ephraim 0 had become s, 
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since original *flibbolet shifted to sibbo/et. This interpretation, however, 
despite its ingenuity, fails because it is pivoted upon the rare Judeo
Aramaic Oublii ("ear of corn"), whereas all the other linguistic evidence 
indicates that this word begins with PS§. rather than with fl. Yet Fraenkel 
( 1905), in a short notice, 113 correctly in my opinion, regarded this word as 
a learned Aramaicizing formation, 11 " so that there is no way to postulate 
sibbolet with initial fl. Therefore, one would have to return to the simple 
literal interpretation of the sibbolet incident, viz. that in the language of 
Ephraim, all the unvoiced non-emphatic sibilants had fallen together in 
s.11 s 

5. Conclusion 

We have tried to demonstrate that the Hebrew pronunciation of .f is 
based on living tradition, rather than on Aramaic influence, since it is at
tested in very frequent words (as '.f y, "to do, make"), which are totally 
absent from Aramaic (and even if they occurred, would have been too 
rare to exert any influence). Besides dealing with some marginal issues, 
we have tried to show that the shift () > s, even when another unvoiced 
non-emphatic sibilant exists, is in fact attested in at least one living 
dialect, and vestiges of it may be reflected in various extinct Semitic 
tongues. We also dealt in extenso with the problem of "weak phonetic 
change" due to dialectical mixture (including borrowing), dissimilation 
and lexical contamination, and attempted to demonstrate how 
imperative it is for sound linguistic interpretation to keep "weak phonetic 
change" in its proper limits and not to lose sight of its marginal character 
as against regular sound shift. 

In this paper, I have often opposed views of my colleagues. Yet, 
paraphrasing Schuchardt's words, 116 one must not forget that it is thanks 
to their willingness to deal with thorny problems of Semitic sound cor-

113. Kutscher (1967, p. 174), without knowing of Fraenkel's notice, arrived at the same 
conclusion. 

114. One may add, out of over-self-assertion (see Blau, 1970a, p. 48, note 9). 
115. According to Brockelmann (1908-13, I, p. 132), who cites Littmann (1902, p. 11) 

and Bauer (1926, p. 8), this is the case in the Arabic dialect of Nablus as well. Yet one would 
be prudent to refrain from connecting it with the dialect of Ephraim, the more so since the 
same phenomenon obtains in Judeo-Arabic Maghrebine dialects (see, e.g., Cohen, 1912, p. 
24). The same applies to later Ge'ez (see, e.g., Brockelmann, 1908-13, p. 133) and, ac
cording to some scholars (see Soden, 1952, p. 30), to Middle and New Assyrian as well. 

116. See Spitzer (1922, p. 338). 
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respondence in general and of Hebrew sibilants in particular that 
progress in scholarship is achieved. This paper is founded on the views of 
its predecessors, both on those to which it assented and those from which 
it differed, and I am glad to express my indebtedness to them. 

Addendum 

Sheer oversight on my part is responsible for the omission of due 
references, when dealing with Hebrew d corresponding to Proto-Semitic o 
(section 1.6), to C. Rabin's important and stimulating paper "La Cor
respondance d Hebreu-d Arabe," Melanges Marcel Cohen, The Hague, 
1970, pp. 290-297. At this stage, it was not possible to include them in 
the body of this paper and space prohibits a detailed consideration of all 
his 32 etymological suggestions. From the cases in which Rabin assumes 
innuence of "liquids and r," I have dealt with di/ (Rabin no. 12), dlq 
(Rabin 13), /;Id/ (Rabin 18), ndr (Rabin 21) and qdr (Rabin 27). Since I did 
not treat Middle Hebrew, Mishnaic (sukkii) m;;idublelet is outside the 
scope of our treatise. I have not been convinced by his suggestions as to 
doher (8, since "horses of noble descent," in my opinion, does not fit Judg 
5:22), dlb ( 11, since original d is firmly established by Akkadian and 
Sham'ali), drb (15; cf. also Gesenius-Buhl, 1915), ne'dar (24, since both 
gdr and ta'a/J/Jara denote "to remain behind,'' and the latter must not be 
preferred to the former), 'eder (25, the etymology of which is considered 
by Rabin himself as doubtful), and l;;iderii (29, the original d of which is 
sufficiently established by Akkadian). The other derivations (with the ex
ception of gdm. for which cf. Section 1.6) do not convince, since they 
postulate not only a "weak" sound change, but exceptional semantic cor
respondence as well (or correspond to a Hebrew root exhibiting z; see 9). 
Therefore, I do not accept Rabin's assumption that 6 shifts to d in the 
vicinity of labials. In some cases, the accepted correspondence to Arabic 
dis not worse (though also not better) than that proposed by Rabin with 
r; (as 14, Arabic damdama as against Rabin's iJamii). p/:ld (26) is, it seems, 
an Aramaic loan. 
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